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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Income from land in Oklahoma involves not onlY' income trcn agricultural 
production but al.so, of almost equal importance, income fran the subsurface.l 
Subsurface income arises in several ways. Most important is the income from 
aetual sale of minerals, but of wider geographic distribution is income de-
rived frcm the leasing of subsurface rights. The Mid-Continent. 011 and Gas 
Association states in a mimeographed release2 that, "During the 10 so-called 
depression years tran 19.30 to 19.39 inclusive, there were in force in the State 
an average or 72,000 leases, covering an average of 7,350,000 acres annually-. 
This amount of acreage represented more than 16 per-cent of the 44 million 
acres in the State." 
other data f':rom the same source indicate that the lease rental per acre 
averaged 90 cents. Moreover, it was estimated that more than 1,000,000 acres 
of new leases were taken each year with an average bonus paid of about 10.00 
per acre. The same release points out that there were many farmers whose 
ma.jar source of cash income during some depression years consisted of lease 
rental money. Incomplete investigations by workers in the field of sub-
surface land economics indicate that such income was at least an important 
part of total. income of some farmers during those years. 
Another practice from which landowners realize cash is the selling of 
subsurface rights; that is, the sale of the right to participate in any 
1 Statistics compiled by the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association ·show 
that the 5-year average (19.37-41) value or crude oil produced in Oklah<ina. was 
$199,645,000. Data from the B.A.E •• u.s.D.A., Oklahoma City office show the 
yearly average cash income trom agriculture to be $216,607,000 £or the same · 
period. 
2 Ib!l Q!l Industry: in QlslW)gma, February 3, 1941. 
2 
ineome accruing to the subsurface whether it be fran lease rent and bonuses 
or from the sale or produced oil. A transact ion of this nature is simpq the 
sale of possible f'uture income for a present cash consideration, but it is a 
means by which a landowner can reduce his capital investment in land. 
Although the most important source of incane is that derived from the 
sale of the actual oil and gas, this incarae accrues to relativacy few people.l 
More widely distributed., and the subject for this study, is the income aris-
ing from leasing activity. 
Purpose and Scope of the Study 
Numerous indications point to the .fact that la.ndO\lllers give considerable 
thought when buying and. selling land to the possibility of income from leas-
ing their land for oil and gas devel opnent. However, there has been little 
in the nature of empirical data to which anyone could turn to see just haw ,, _ 
important, from a financial standpoint, is the income .from leasing aver a 
period of years. Or, how often can an individual landowner expect t.o lease 
his land over a period of yea.rs? This study is an attempt to furnish inform-
ation of this nature by analyzing factual ,data. from public records in a cer-
tain segment of the State for a designated period. 
It is believed that from these data, it will be possible to establish: 
(1) the average income derived from undeveloped mineral rights in an area, 
(2) the income value of' these mineral rights, and (3) the chances an indi-
vidual has or leasing his land. 
Edw.rds4 in his study of P~e County, in Oklahoma, found that for a 
43-year period, 1904-1946, the average income per acre from leasing amounted. 
.3 The Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association estimated that in 1939 oil 
and gas were being produced on only 620, 000 acres . Ibid. 
4 Roy Vernell Edwards, A Study .2! ~Source~ Distribution .Q! I n99W!! 
.AaJm& .:m * 2' Ja Pam, COWlt,'t, ~-· 
NA,~Cll'I" ' a TbaB!s. A. M. College, 1947. 
3 
to 55 cents per year . He further showed that 36 percent of the land was 
under lease more than haJ.f the time and that 79 . 2 percent vas under lease more 
than one year out o.f four. On this basis, he estimated that the income value 
of the undeveloped mineral rights for the county as a whole would average 
$11.00 per acre . 
Edwards ' data show that prior to the late 1930s the proportion of land 
under lease each y~ varied widely from the 4.3-year average. Beginning with 
about 1938., the proportion ot land under lease was relatively stable in that 
part of Payne County included in the area studied in this thesis. The, pro-
portion leased eaeh year after 19)8 was roughly equal to the 4.3-year average. 
Payne County lies in a transition zone between the rougher, t imbered 
areas of central Okla.hana and the prairie land of Western Oklahoma. Also, 
the county lies at the western edge of the area of intensive mineral explora,-. 
tion occurring before the late 1930s. Leasing activity has been moving west-
ward in recent yea.rs . Because Payne County is situated a.s it is, and because 
the data show that leasing activity has been relatively stable during recent 
yee.rs , Ed.wards ' study served as a guide in choosing the area to be studied 
in this thesis and the period or years to be examined. 
The area studied is the major portion of Western Oklahoma. (Figure l). 
The eastern line of the area. follows, in general, the eastern border of the 
Central Prairies and the low Rolling Plains. The a:t"ea extends westward to 
the Texas line except in the Panhandle. At this point, the area extends six 
miles beyond the veatern line of Harper· County. 
The area is relative~ uniform physiographically consisting of two 
natural sub-regions, the Central Prairies and Rolling Plains. 5 It is an 
5 Natural Sub::Regions 2l the south central Region ,oklahsu@ s Iwsl 
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area that until the late 19.30s saw relatively little mineral exploration and 
recavery. Newspapers and other sources indicate that oil companies are look-
ing to this seetion for new SOU!"ces of oil. It might be expected. therefore, 
that leasing for oil and gas will be active in the western part of the State. 
Edwards ' study had indicated that leasing a.ctivi ty., at least along the 
eastern edge of' the present study area, was relatively stable after the late 
19.30s. This suggested that a considerably shorter period of time than 
F.dwards used might be representative of leasing activity in the area. In 
order to et as recent data as possible and still keep the project small 
enough to be manageab1e, the 10-year period 19.38 through 1947 was chosen. 
The assumption is that this period would not only be fair.l;y representative of' 




METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The preliminary investigation was begun by sending questionnaires to 
254 oil companies and operators .1 The questionnaire asked for the number or 
acres or undeveloped leaseholds held in each county as of that year,, 1947. 
Replies were received from 12l firms, or more than 47 percent of those ques-
tioned. Twenty-four of the firms answering had no land under lease. Fif"ty-
seven pereent of the firms~ designated as "majOl" oil companiestt 
anS1Jered the questionnaire. 
Smmnarizing these returns gave an indication of the intensity of leasing 
in various counties. This summarization al.so gave further lead in choosing 
the study area. With this much data. available to indicate that leasing might 
be a signif'icant source of income, it vas felt that as a guide to further 
study a hypothesis should be formul.ated. 
This hypothesis, broken into three parts, stated: 1. During the past 
10 years, the proportion of land under lease for oil and gas has averaged 50 
percent of all farmland in Western Oklahoma.. 
2. Leasing activity results in a significant supplementary income to 
landowners of Western Oklahoma • 
.3. Capitalization of income from lea.sing will indicate the value of 
undeveloped mineral rights and serve as a basis of judgment on the part of 
landowners for evaluating their property rights in the subsurtaee. 
l This list was .furnished by the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association 
in the form of a mimeographed booklet entitled, 14& sr_ Representative 
Petroleum Ipdustr:y gnits Opera.ting~ Oklahoma §!lg K@naas. The Secretary of 
the Association, Mr. Clarel B. Mapes, designated the firms who norma.lly are 
active lessees of land for oil and gas. 
6 
7 
The first problem to be dealt with was that of determining how much land 
was under lease in the area during each year of the period under study. A 
study of the entire universe was obviously out of the question because of 
cost and time requirements . Some sampli ng teehnique, therefore, seemed to 
be the best solution. 
There are '- in the study area, 23 complete counties and portions of 12 
other counties consisting of roughly 15, 791, 000 acres of land in farms (Table 
I). The study was undertaken with the idea of dividing the study area into 
six sub-areas. The eounties comprising each segment were determined by the 
leasing activity of major oil companies during the last five years of the 
study period . After the area was divided, it was contemplated. that a rather 
intensive study of one county within each sub-area would be made. The county 
chosen was to be the one that seemed to be most representative of eaeh par-
. 
ticular segment as revealed by the study of leasing activity of these major 
eompanies . 2 
However, even after the counties were chosen for sampling (Figure 2) , it 
was apparent that a further reduction in the size of the sample was necessary 
~that is• all of the land within the sample counties could not be studied. 
Consideration vas given to the random sampling or several survey townships 
within the county. However, the nature or leasing activity seemed to rule 
out this course. Random sampling, even within all survey townships of the 
county apparently would not be a representative sample. 3 Leasing or land mq 
or may not be randomized. It is well known that leasing frequently follows 
2 Statistics of this nature are available in the Yearbook of the National. 
OU Scouts and Landmen ts Association, Vol umes VII and XVII. However, the 
data are rather sparse prior to Volume XIV in the yearbooks. 
3 A random sample draw or sections of a hypothetical township closely 
grouped the sample areas in one part of the towship . 
s 
Table I. Total Farmlani Area, Acres and Percentage Leased Ea.ch Year., 
1937-1947, Western Oklahoma 
: Total Acres : : . : : . : . • . . . . 
County : of Farmland*: 1937 1938 1939 . 1940 1941 . 1942 . 1943 . 1944 • 194;5 1946 . 1947 • . . ·• . • 
Sub-Area I (Acres am Percentage Leased) 
Part Beaver (Acres) 240,,640 22.,139 22,139 13,~57 6,016 16.,12.3 16.,123 24.,064 74,ll7 98.,181. 
(Percent) 9.2 9.2 5.8 2.5 o.o o.o 6.7 6.7 10.0 30.8 40.8 
Harper (Acres) 605,000 55,660 59,895 45,980 23,595 19,360 22,.385 47,190 52.,635 133,100 232.,925 270,435 
(Percent. 9.2 9.9 7.6 3.9 3.2 3.7 7.8 s.7 22.0 38.5 44.7 
Woods (Acres) 771,000 131,,070 109,482 87,123 67,077 60.,1.38 56,283 128,757 183,498 283,728 349,263 454,890 
( P-ercent.) 17.0 14.2 11 • .3 8.7 7.8 7.3 16.? 23.8 36.8 45.3 59.0 
Major (Acres) 566,000 63,958 45,280 95.,088 95,088 7.3,014 41.,884 41.,884 3.35,638 367,900 369,598 406,388 
(Percent) 11.3 s.o 16.8 16.8 12.9 7.4 7.4 59.3 65.0 65.3 71.a 
Woodward (Acres) 748.,000 281424 37,400 24,684 24,684 43.,348 50,116 87,516 2.30,384 3821976 483,208 517,.616 
(Peremt) 3.8 5.0 3.3 3.3 5.8 6 .• 7 u.7 30.8 51.2 64.6 69.2 
Ellis (Acres) 704,000 108,570 108,570 71,808 63,360 63,360 63,360 80,96Q 90,ll2 160,512 274,570 221,056 
(Percent) 15.4 15.4 10.2 9.0 9.0 9.0 11.5 12.s 28.8 39.0 31.4 
D,ewey (Acres) 598,000 23,.322 23,322 23,322 23,322 36,478 23,322 49,634 ll6,0l2 159,666 19~ .. 556 192,?.56 
(Percent) 3.9 3.9 3,9 3.9 6.1 3.9 a.3 19.4 26.7 32.2 32.2 
Blaine (Acres) 552,000 126,408 103,224 166,704 166,704 131,928 80,592 126,408 299,184 307,464 359,352 376,464 
(Percent) 22.9 18.7 30.2 30.2 23.9 14.6 22.9 54.2 55.7 65.1 68.2 
SUB-A.BEA I - TOTAL (Acres) 4,7S4i640 559,551 509,312 528.,666 469,846 427,626 337,942 578,.472 l.,1323,586 1.,819,410 2.,335,589 2,537,586 
(Percent) ll.69 10.64 11.05 9.82 s.94 7.06 12.09 27.,66 38.03 48.81 53 .• 04 
Sub-Area II 
Roger Mills (Acres) 696,000 105.,096 92,568 83,520 44,544 37,584 33,408 44,544 48,024 58,464 87,000 1841440 
(PercEnt) 1;.1 13.J 12.0 6.4 5.4 4.8 6.4 6.9 8.4 12.5 26.5 
Custer (Acres) 595,000 32.,130 26,100 26,.180 29,155 27.,96; 21,-420 21,420 75,565 101,.745 164,815 164,81.5 
(Percent) 5.4 4.4 4.4 4.9 4.7 3.6 3.6 12.7 17.1 27.7 27.7 
Beckham (Acres) 537:,000 131.,565 ll.3,844 89,679 58.,533 31,146 58,-533 58,5.33 44,571 122,289 91,-782 227,151 
(Percent) 24.5 21.2 16.7 10.9 5.8 10.9 10.9 s • .3 22.8 17.1 42.3 
SUB-AREA II - TOTAL (Acres) J.,828,000 268._791 232.,592 199,379 132,232 96,695 113,361 124,497 168,160 282,498 343,597 576.,406 
(Percent) 14.70 12.72 10.91 7.23 5.29 6.20 . 6.Sl. 9.20 15.45 18.80 31.53 
Sub-Area Ill 
Part Comanche (Acres) 430,..000 42,-570 46:,870 55,900 49,450 49,4'30 55,900 531750 49,450 64,9.30 87.,290 85.,140 
(Percent) 9.9 10.9 13.0 ll.5 11.5 13.0 12.5 11.5 15.l 20 • .3 19 .. 8 
Part Cotton (Acres) 85,000 12,.070 12,070 12,070 6,035 
(Percent) 14.2 14.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 14.2 7.1 o.o 
(Continued) 
9 
Table I. Total Farmland Area., Acres and Percentage Leased Ea.ch Year, 
1937-1947, Western Oklahoma - Continued 
: Total Acres . . : . .. . . . . . . . • . . 
Countz : of Farmland*: 122:z . l~S 1222 12!10 . 12lt! . 1242 12~2 . 12~ • 12!1~ 12!t6 l~"l . . . . .
(Acres and Percentage Leased) 
'!'jlJman (Acres) 5.31,000 210,276 181,602 127,440 104,<::r/6 82,305 96.,642 75,402 79,ll9 96,lll 176,823 125,316 
{Percent) 39.6 34.2 24.0 19.6 15.5 18.2 14.2 14.9 18.1 33.3 23.6 
Jackson (Acres) 470.,000 90,710 91.,180 66,740 51,700 51,700 69.,560 43.,240 43,240 52,640 76,140 68,620 
(Percent) 19.3 19.4 14.2 u.o ll.O 14.8 9.2 9.2 ll.2 16.2 14.6 
Kiowa (Acres) 622,000 59,712 77,128 73,396 68,420 63,441+ 69,042 89,568 9.3,922 106,362 ll0,094 129,998 
(Percent) 9.6 12 4 ll.8 ll.O 10.2 ll.l 14.4 15.l 17.1 17.7 20.9 
Greer (Acres) 380,000 55.,480 50,1io 47,500 47,500 47.,500 67,640 60,040 60,040 57,380 60,040 69,920 
(Percent) 1.4.6 13.2 12.5 12.5 12.5 17.8 15.8 15.8 15.l 15.8 18.4 
Harmon (Acres) 309,000 40,788 47,277 47,277 37,698 66,126 69,216 29,973 17,304 6,180 .12.,669 25,338 
(Percent) 1.3.2 15.3 15.3 12.2 21.4 22.4 9.7 5.6 2.0 4.1 8.2 
SUB-AREA III - TOTAL (Acres) 2,827,000 5ll.,6o6 506.,287 418,253 358,844 .360.,525 428,000 351,973 343,075 395,673 529.,091 504,332 
(Percent) 18.10 17.91 14.79 12.69 12.75 15.14 12.45 12.14 14.00 18.71 17.84 
Sub-Area IV 
Grady (Acres) 654,000 213,204 128,184 109,218 l31,454 124,260 109,218 149.,_766 170,040 .390.,438 432,948 464,.340 
(Percent) 32.6 19.6 16.7 20.1 19.0 16.7 22.9 26.0 59.7 66.2 71.0 
Caddo (Acres) 801,000 177,021 216.,270 152,991 173,016 173,016 ll.3.,742 140,976 156,996 294,768 326,007 378,(J'/2 
(Percect) 22.1 2:1.0 19.1 21.6 21.6 14.2 I 17.6 19.6 36.8 40.7 47.2 
Part Stephens (Acres) 109,000 2:/.,250 22.,672 31,828 40,875 40,875 22,672 40,875 54.,500 68.,125 68,125 76,082 
(Percent) 25.0 20.a 29.2 37.5 :37.5 20.s 37.5 50.0 62.5 62.5 69.8 
Washita (Acres) 614,000 132,010 150.,430 147,360 147,360 147,360 173,762 217,356 270,774 289,808 273,844 324,192 
(Percent) 21.5 24.5 24.0 24.0 24.0 28.3 .35.4 44.1 44.2 44.6 52.8 
Part McClain (Acres) 115,000 67,045 15,985 22,310 19.,205 19,205 31,970 38,295 25,530 48.,760 87,055 87,055 
(Percent) 58 • .3 l3.9 19.4 16.7 16.7 27.8 33.3 22.2 42.4 75.7 75.7 
Part Garvin (Acres) 46.,000 19.,182 7.,682 7,682 7,682 15,318 23,000 23.,000 30,682 
(Percent) 4.17 16.7 o.o 16.7 16.7 o.o o.o 33.3 50.0 50.0 66.7 
SUB-AREA IV - TOTAL (Acres) 2.,339,000 635,712 541,223 463,7CJ7 519.,592 512,398 451,364 587.,268 69.3,158 l.,ll.4,899 1,210.,979 1.,.360,423 
(Percmt 27.18 23.14 19.8.3 22.21 21.91 19.31 25.ll 29.63 47.67 51.77 58.16 
Sub-Area V 
Alf al.fa (Acres) 5<:rf ,ooo 147,582 162,789 129,210 134,721 129,495 95,373 84,729 156.,342 174,832 216,444 316.,929 
(Percent) 29.l .32.1 25.5 26.6 25.5 18.8 16.7 30.8 34.5 42.7 62.5 
Garfield. (Acres) 647,000 32.3,500 3<::r/,325 .323.,500 272,387 234.,214 183,101 188.,924 3<::r/,.325 350.,674 350,675 383,024 
(Percect) 50.0 47.5 50.0 42.1 36.2 28.J 29.2 47.5 54.2 54.2 59.2 
(Continued) 
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Table I. Total Farmland Area., Acres and Percentage Leased Each Year., 
1937-1947, Western Oklahoma - Continued. 
: Total Acres . . : . : . . . • . 
County : of Farmland*: 1937 1938 . 1939 1940 : 1941 . 1942 12!+3 1944 1945 1946 . 1947 . . . 
(Acres and Percentage Leased) 
Kingfisher (Acres) 540,000 250,020 268,380 251,640 226,260 218,700 lll.,240 207.,900 .392,580 417,960 362,880 370.,440 
(Perce."lt) 46.3 49.7 46.6 41.9 40.5 20.6 38.5 74.7 77.4 67.2 68.6 
Canadian (Acres) 526,000 142,020 107,$30 136,760 139.,390 106.,252 76,796 195,672 253,532 248.,272 254.,058 266,156 
(Percent) 27.0 20.5 26.0 26.5 20.2 14.6 37.2 48.2 47.2 48.3 50.6 
Part Logan (Acres) 349,000 174,500 198,930 184,970 139,600 118.,660 83.,760 125,640 195,440 205,910 184,970 184,970 
(Percent) 50.0 57.0 53.0 40.0 34.0 24 .. 0 36.o 56.0 59.0 53.0 53.0 
Part Oklahoma. (Acres) 80.,640 22.,015 7,338 14.,676 22,015 14,676 7,338 36,611 47,658 47,658 43.,949 36,611 
(Percent) 27.3 9.1 18.2 27.3 18.2 9.1 45.4 59.1 59.l 54.5 45.4 
SUB-AREA V - TOTAL (Acres) 2,649,640 1,059,637 1.,052,592 1,040.,756 934.,373 821,997 557,608 839,476 1,352,877 1,445,306 1,412,976 1,558,130 
(Percent) 39.99 39.73 39.28 35.26 31.02 21.04 31.68 51.06 54.55 53.33 58.81 
Sub-Area VI 
Grant (Acres) 616.,000 .308.,000 315.,.392 293,216 289.,520 256,872 179,872 152,1,52 146,608 142,912 142,912 172,480 
(Percent) 50.0 51.2 47.6 47.0 41.7 29.2 24.7 23.8 23.2 23.2 28.0 
Part Kay (Acres) 176,400 51,685 53.,625 46.,040 30,694 32,634 38,279 47,981 34,574 38,279 38,279 53,625 
(Percent) 29.3 30.4 26.1 17.4 1e.5 21.7 27.2 19.6 21.7 21.7 30.4 
Part Noble (Acres) 389,000 101,918 87,525 94,138 77,800 59,906 103,863 137,706 131,093 105,419 ll2,421 150,54.3 
(Percent) 26.2 22.5 24.2 20.0 15.4 26.7 35.4 33.7 27.1 28.9 38.7 
Part Payne (Acres) 149,140 S0,536 79,044 69.,.350 53,690 61,147 59,656 62,639 52,199 59,656 52,945 45,786 
(Percent) 54.0 53.0 46.5 36.0 41.0 40.0 42.0 35.0 40.0 35.5 30.7 
Part IJ.ncoln (Acres) 34,500 20,355 20,907 l.5,352 l.5,352 15,904 14,800 l.5,904 11.,.212 11.,212 11,212 8.,970 
(Percent) 59.0 60.0 44.5 44.5 46.1 42.9 46.1 32.5 32.5 32.5 26.0 
SUB-AREA VI - TOTAL (Acres) 1,365,040 562,494 556,493 518,096 467,056 426,463 396.,470 416,382 395,686 357,478 357,769 431.,404 
(Percent) 41.21 40.77 37.95 34.22 31.24 29.04 30.50 27.52 26.19 26.21 31.60 
AREA TOTAL (Acres) 15,793,320 3,597,791 3,398,499 3,168,857 2,881,943 2,645,704 2,284,745 2,898,068 4,256,542 5,358.,509 6,161,770 6,968,281 
(Percent) 22.78 21.52 20.06 18.25 16.75 14.47 18.35 26.95 33.93 39.02 44.12 
Sample Counties Only 
PERC:&NT LEASED 22.65 20.58 19.63 18.12 16.31 13.71 18.11 27.39 29.09 33.52 41.95 
* Bounded to the nearest thousani 'Where a complete county is stwied. 
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trends of .favorable subsurface structures as revealed by seismograph or other 
means of choosing leases. This is particula1"ly true in leasing done by the 
larger operators vho employ seismograph crews or geologists. For this reason, 
it was believed that a geographic distribution or the sample within each sur-
vey township was pr-ef erable to a random sample . Accordingly, the southwest 
quarter of sections 3, lJ, 15, 17, 26, 29, and 33 were selected for study. 
The southwest quarter or section six was designated as an alternate to be used 
when for some reason one of the regular quarters could not be used.4 An ef-
fort was made, therefore, to get a sample of seven quarter-section tracts in 
each canplete township. A sample this size constitutes 4.85 percent of the 
land in a township. 
When the data tran one eounty were compiled, the adequacy of the sample 
was checked by splitting the sample into two parts. It was found that a.a 
valid results were obtained with a sample of three quarters per township as 
with a _seven-quarter sample. After cheeking data from three counties by this 
·method, the clerks in the remaining three counties were instructed to cut 
down the size of the sample to three quarters, the southYest of 31 13,. and 29"' 
Reducing the number of quarters studied not only lowered costs but accelerated 
the work. 
Data :for the smaller satnple could be compiled in less than half' the time 
required for the original sample. It appeared feasible, therefore, to increase 
the number of samp1e counties and nine more counties were selected for sampling. 
'This gave a sample of 1.5 counties in the area (Figure 3). The additional 
counties were selected so as to be well distributed aver the entire area. 
4 A regular quarter was considered unusable when it ley in a town or city-, 
was public~ owed, or where property rights transfers were so confusing as 
to be nearly impossible to follow. 
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However, because of the failure or the person hired in Stephens County to do 
the work, the results are based on a 14 county sample and apply to an area 
somwhat smaller than originally planned. 
A Critique of the Sampling Method 
The method of seJ.ecting the sample~ be open to criticism. For in-
stance, wb;y were these particular sample counties chosen? As stated earlier, 
the original six counties were chosen after an examination of data pertaining 
to the leasing activity of major oil companies showed them to be fair~ 
typical of the average of adjoining counties. The nine chosen later were 
selected so as to give mrudmnm goographie distribution over the area. A ran-
dan selection of counties was considered. This process of sel.eetion was not 
carried out because of the danger of clustering or grouping the sample eO'Wl-
ties in one part of the area.. Suell. a grouping obviously would not have re-
flected the true picture of the whole area. The breaking down of the area 
into numerous segments and ta.king a random selection from each was considered .• 
However,. even this would not have entirely eliminated the element ,of arbi-
trary selection. Random sampling is of greatest value when little or notlrl.ntt 
is known of the characteristics of the universe. Considerable 1$ known of 
the characteristics of leasing. Furthermore, in research in land economics, 
geographic distribution is a prerequiaite to an adequate ·study o:f the uni-
verse. It is believed~ therefore, that the present selection of counties, 
and the stratified sampling within the county will present as accurate a pic-
ture of leasing activity as can be obtained without studying more counties or· 
in some other way greatly increasing the size of the sample. 
Method or Summarizing Data 
The data pertaining to the leasing activity for each quarter section 
were tabulated for each year of' the lo-year period. A total of the land 
sampled was obtained by adding together the acreage of all quarter sections 
sampled in the county. 5 The percentage of land under lease each year was 
obtained by dividing the total acreage in the sample into the total of the 
acreage leased each year. This percentage figure was then applied to the 
6 
total acres of farmland in the county in 1940. 
Imputing Acreages i n Non-Sampled Counties 
To obtain the acreage leased in the counties not S8111pled, the following 
procedure was used. Survey townships ili the sample counties nearest to the 
unsampled counties were picked out for separate analysis. For example, in 
computing the percentage of land leased in Devey County, the bordering town-
ships next to Dewey County in Major, Roger Mills, and Custer were analyzed. 
f t 
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From this analysis the percentage of acres leased each year in all of these 
townships was determined. These percentage figures were then applied to the 
total acreage of land in farms in Dewey County. This gave an indication of 
the acres under lease each year in that county. 
In cases where a county was ndt fairly well surrounded by sample coun-
ties, only a portion of that county was considered to be in the study area; 
namely, Comanche, McClain, Garvin, Stephens, Cotton, Oklahoma,. Logan, Lincolnt 
Kay, and Beaver.7 In each of these counties only the portions so situated 
that they might logically be considered as similar to adjoining sampled town-
ships are included within the area (See Figure 3). 
5 A quarter section ordinarily is 160 acres but may be slight~ more or 
less. 
6 United States Census 2!: Agriculture, l2!t.2., Vol. 1, pt. 25. The year 
1940 was used in view of the fact that it was believed to be more normal. 
The acres in farmland were used instead of total land area because on~ farm-
land was sampled. 
7 While only portions of' Noble and Payne are included in the study, they 
are both sample countiea. 
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Acreage arrived at by this method is, of course, subject to error. As 
mentioned earlier, leasing mq or may not be randOIOized. In mruzy instances, 
leasing follows definite trends of subsurface structures. A trend might be 
broken by a river or other natural feature, but not by a county line. In 
those instances, therefore, where county lines do not coincide with natu:ral 
barriers, leasing activity will be similar on each side of the line. This 
method o:f imputation was devised in lieu of sampling a.11 counties . The data 
show (Table I ) that the totaJ. percentage leased in the sample counties close~ 
approaches the caleulated percentages for the area as a.whole. ~ explanat ion 
for the comparatively "Wide variations between the two f'igm-es for the last 
three years or the study period, probably can be found .111 the situation a.p-
peering in the northwestern part of the area. For instance, calcul.a.tions f or 
Woodward, one of the largest counties of the area, . shw that 69. 2 percent was 
under lease in 1947. Major County to the east shws 71. 8 percent leased. 
Harper County to the North shCMs 44.7 percent 1eased,. and Woods County to the: 
north shows 59.0 perce-nt leased. However, a calculation of land leased in 
townships bordering Woodward County shows that for 1947 the bordering town-
ships in Major County were 54. 8 percent leased, in Harper ·County 76. 2 percent 
leased and in Woods County 77. 8 percent leased. It can be seen that in both 
Harper and Woods counties the greatest intensity of leasing was found next to 
Woodward County. It seems reasonable, therefore,. to assume that leasing 
activity in Woodward County might be somewhat higher than adjoining counties . * 
8 As a further check, a two quarter-sect ion sample of each survey toim-
ship in Woodward County vas tabulated to see how much land was under lease 
in 1947. Thia sample showed that 70.4 percent of the land was under lease 




Most land.owners have neither the finances nor the skill required to ex-
plore for and reduce to possession the oil and gas that might be found under 
their land. Such activity is left almost entirely to oil operators whose 
business is the exploration, production and marketing of petrolswn. Land-
owners, therefore,. are generally ready to lease their land for this purpose. 
The lease gives: the lessee the right to come on the land and explore for the 
minerals which might be found beneath the surface. It oil is found in peying 
quantities, then the lease further provides that the oil operator can take it 
and pay to the landowner one-eighth of the gross proceeds f"rom its sale. If 
the l.a!:tdowner does not own all the subsurface rights, he shares in the one-
eighth in proportion to the amount of the subB'urface rights he does own. 
Most leases are written to cover either a five- or a ten-year period. 
The lessee may commence actual drilling axry time during this period . How-
er.rer, practically all leases provide that unless drilling is started within 
a year after the lease is made, the lessee will f orf ei t the lease unless he 
pays an amount stated in the contract to .keep it in force . This payment is 
called a delay rental and, as the name implies, is simpl3 a ~ent to the 
landowner for the right to delay drilling for Mother year. The operator mey' 
make these delay rental ~ents for the life of the lease.1 
1 It sometimes. happens that a lessee will forfeit his lease for non-
payment of delay rent without giving a lease release; or the release may not 
be recorded by the lessor. In any case where no release was shown, it was 
assumed in this study that the lease ran for the duration of the term of the 
lease. It should be pointed out, however, that in nearly all cases releases 
are given promptly and as promptly recorded.. Landowners know that it is to 
their interest to have such releases on record so that potential lessees will 
)m(AI their is ailable tor lease. 
17 
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The privilege o.f paying del.ey' rental is a eonvenience to oil operators 
who do not wish to begin drilling vithin the f'irst year o.f the lease. There 
may be any number of reasons £or the delay. The lessee may want to explore 
further the possibilities of getting oil if' a well is sunk since drilling an 
oil well is a costly venture. The lessee may wish to wait for higher oil 
prices; he may not be ab1e to get the required equ1pnent. Still,, the possi-
bilities of finding oil are great enough that the lessee may be willing to 
continue delay rental p~nts in order to keep the lease. It is for this 
reason that a considerable proportion of land is constant4" under lease in 
Oklahoma.. 
In Chapter I it was pointed out that only a portion or Oklahana is to be 
studied. There mq be great variations in leasing activity within an area 
the size ot the study area which includes some 16, 000.000 acres. For this 
reason, an analysis of leasing will be made, not on4" for the area as a whole, 
but for designated segments or the area (Figure 4) . In some parts of th 
area, leasing activity has bean sporadic aver many years. In other parts of' 
the area, relative~ little leasing oceurred until recent years. 
leasing activity may la.st for only a ffN years in an area if exploration 
proves f'ruitless . On the other hand, new techniques of expl~ra.tion ma::, keep 
leasing active even if old techniques have been slmt in discovering oil. 
Under either circumstance, enough new oil or fa.vorabl geological formations 
may be diseavered to st:hrmls.te further leasing . 
The Area 
The proportion of land leased, even in a small. area,. will vary .from year 
to year. Leasing activity is a.f'fected by the general economic situation in 
·much the same wa;y that other businesses are affected. The proportion of land 
under lease in the study area for the years 1938 through 1947 is shown in 
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Figures 5, 6, and 7 and in Table II . The year 1942 was the low year in land 




Table II. Total Acres, 'l'ota.l Acres Leased by Years, 
and Acres Under New Lease F.ach Year, 
Entire Study Area, 1938-194'7 
: t :Percent oft 
• • • . J Land Area. : Acres 
: Percent : Acres : Under Bew a Under 
: 
• • Leased 
: Acres 
s T~W: Acri12 I ~a~ed • • ;!ayed • I Leas~ • I N2w ~aa~ s R~leasiS 
20 
1938 15,793,320 21.5,}/ 3, 39S, 49cj/ 1.cJI 303, 6rrJ/ 502,962f/ 
1939 20.06 3,168, 857 2.8 444, 588 674, 230 
1940 18.25 2, 881, 943 1.9 299,045 585,959 
1941 16.75 2, 645, 704 2.2 345,-060 581, 299 
1942 14.47 2,284, 745 2.4 380, 646 741.605 
1943 18. 35 2, 898, 068 7.6 1, 196,149 582, 826 
1944 26.95 4,256, 542 12.9 2,046, 577 688,103 
1945 33.93 5, 358, 509 9.7 1, 534, 638 432, 671 
1946 39.02 6,161, 770 7.3 1,151,.257 347,996 
1947 44.12 6,968,281 7.2 1, 131,765 325, 254 
Average 25. 34 4, 002, 292 5.6 883, 336 546, 290 
Jj Calculated. 
y Total of all sections. 
It is pt"obable that the low in 1942 was due to the reaction of oil oper-
ators to unsettled conditions the first yea:r of the war. It appears that 
many operators not only refused to lease nev land 1n 1942 but allowed maey 
leases to lapse through failure to pay the delay rent al. While the data show" 
that .380, 646 acres were under new lease in 1942, 741, 605 acres were released. 
In other words, more than a fourth of' the land (28.0 percent) under lease the 
previous year was dropped.. While there had been a downward t end .in land 
l.eased in nearly all sub-areas since 1938, the trend became more pronounced 
betveen 1941 and 1942. 
The increased demand for oil and the subsequent encouragement for the 












FIGURE: 5. P~RCEHT OF LAND LEASED, BY YEARS 
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vhieh began in 1943. In that year more than a million acres in new leases 
vere taken. This amounted to about 41 percent of the land under lease in 
1943. The following year, 1944, shovs about 27 percent of the land under 
lease of which about 48 percent was newly leased. This was the peak year far 
the taking of new leases during the period under study with a little more 
than 2,000,000 acres being taken. Since 1944 there has been a gradual de-
cline in the taking or new leases. The decline in new leasing has been more 
than offset by a decline in releases so that a net gain has resulted. In 
terms of acres, prior to 1940 an average of slightly more than 3,000,000 acres 
were under lease in the area each yea:r. This figure dropped to a 11 ttle above 
2,000,000 acres by 1942. A sustained upward trend began in 194.3 and in 1947 
nearly 7,000,000 acres were UDier lease. The 10-year average of acres leased 
is roughly 4,000,000 or 25 percent of the total land in farms (Table II). 
Considerable stability of leasing is noted for the area in spite of the 
fact that the proportion of land leased ranges from 57 percent of the 10-year 
average in 1942 up to 174 percent of that average in 1947. It mq be see~ 
however, that the trend either going up or coming down is smooth. That is, 
there is no year-to-year fluctuation. This might be expected for an area as 
large as the study area where a great change in leasing activity in one part 
might be counteracted by an opposite change in another part of the area 
(See Figures 5, 6, and 7). 
By Sub-Areas 
.Sub-Area 1 
Sub-Area 1, some 4,785,000 acres in size, is by far the largest sub-
division of the area. In spite of its size, however, study of the individual. 
1counties comprising the sub-area show them to be fairly uniform in leasing 
activity, particularly during the last half of the study period (Table I). 
25 
The counties lying to the northern and western parts or the sub-area lag 
about a year behind the southern and eastern counties in the increase in 
leasing which occurred during the last three or four years of the period. 
Prior to 1944., relatively little land was leased. The first seven .years 
or the period show approximately 10 percent under lease each year. This 
varied from 11.1 in 1939 to the low year, 1942, when 7.1 percent, or 337,942 
I 
acres, were under lease. The upward trend in leasing began in 1943 when 
282,294 aeres of new leases were taken. The greatest increase came the 
following year, 1944, when more than 950,000 acres or new leases were taken 
(Table III). By 1947, 53 percent or the sub-area was under lease. The heavy 
increase in leasing during the last four years of the study period caused the 
yearly average of acres leased to pass the million mark or 22.7 percent of 
all land in farms under lease. 
Table III. Total Acres, Total Acres Leased by Years, 
and Acres Under New Lease Each Year, 
Sub-Area 1, 19.38-1947 
: 1 sPercent of's : 
• • I stand Area : Acres : Leased . Percent Acres :Under New: Under s Acres l/ • 
; Total Aeres • Leased ; Leased Lease : New Lease ;Released • 
1938 4,784,640 10.64 509,312 0.9 43~060 9.3,300 
1939 ll.05 528,666 2.2 104,.325 84,970 
1940 9.82 4~,846 1.1 52,6.30 111,450 
1941 8.94 427,626 o.s 38,275 so.495 
1942 7.06 337,942. 1.9 90,500 180,185 
1943 l2.09 578,472 5.9 282,294 41,764 
1944 27.66 1,323,586 20.1 961,7]2 216,598 
1945 JS.OJ 1,819,410 12.6 602,864 107,.040 
1946 48.81 2,.335,589 12.4 593,295 77,116 
1947 5.3.04 2,537,586 5.9 282,294 80,297 
Average 22.71 1,086,803 6.4 305,145 107,322 
!/ Calculated--new leases plus previous year's land leased minus current 
year's land leased. 
Because of' its size, sub-areal has been an important factor in the 
leasing picture of the area as a whole. I t may be noted that the curve ot 
leasing activity in this su~ivision is closely followed by the curve for 
the area as a. whole {Figure 5) . 
Sub-Area 2 
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Sub-Area 2,. comprised of three counties, is located in the central por-
tion of the western part of the study area. Leasing has been relatively slow 
in this sub-division. The leased acreage averaged about 227,000 acres each 
year of the 10-year period. This acreage amounts to 12.4 percent of the land 
area, the lowest proportion of any sub-division in the area (Table IV) . Leas-
ing was active in this sub-area only during the last four years of the period, 
during which roughly 600, 000 acres of new leases were taken. During the six 
previous years,. a total of only 107~000 acres of new leases were taken. 
t 
I 
Table IV. Total Acres, Total Acres Leased by Years, 
and Acrea Under llew Lease Ea.ch Year, 
Sub-Area 2, 19.38-1947 
I I ,Percent of.t 
t I : Land Area : Acres 
1 Percent r Acre.a :Under Bew r Under 
I 
I Leased 
1 Acres ii 
: Total Acres r I,ea.s§<l ! Leased I Lease , New Lease sR~leased 
19.38 1,828,000 12.72 2.32, 590 0.3 5,485 41,685 
1939 10.91 199, 380 0. 5 9, 140 42, 350 
1940 7. 2'3 132,2.30 o.6 10,970 78,120 
1941 5.29 96,695 1.4 25, 590 61, 125 
1942 6.20 ll'.3,360 2.1 38,250 21,585 
1943 6.81 124, 500 1.0 18, 280 7,140 
1941¥ 9.20 168,160 5. 3 96,885 53,225 
1945 15.45 282,498 6.6 120,648 6, 310 
1946 18.80 343,597 7.4 135,272 74,173 
1947 .31. 5.3 576,405 13.7 250,436 17-,628 
Average 12.41 226,942 .3.9 71,095 40,.3.34 
JI Calculated-new leases plus previous year's land leased minus current 
year ' s land leased. 
The 10-yea.r average of 227, 000 acres of land under lease would have been 
even lm,rer had not the final three years of the period, with their ·sharp in-
crease in leasing activity,. raised the average (Figure 5) . For instance,. the 
average acreage under lease during the t"irst seven years was only 152,400 
acres or 8 . 3 percent of the land in farms . The three-year average for 1945, 
1946, and 1947 was more than 400, 000 acres or about 22 percent of the land 
in farms . In 1947 alone, more than 250, 000 acres in new leases were taken .. 
The acreage taken in new leases. in 1947 was nearly five times as great as the 
51,1'70-acre average of the previOll.3 nine years. 
Sub-Area 3 
Sub-Area 3, consisting of around 2, 827,00) acres, is next in size to 
sub-areal. It is ma.de up or five compl ete counties and parts of two others 
in the southwestern port ion of the study area (Figure 4) . There has been an 
average or about 420, 000 acres under lease in the sub-area, or 14,. 8 pel'cent 
of farmland in the sub-division. The proportion under lease for the period 
is one of the l owest of azry or the sub-areas {Figures 5 and 7). However,. the 
uniformity from year to year of the proportion 0£ land under lease has been 
marked (Figure 5). The difference between 1946• the year or the greatest 
leased acreage, and 1944, the year of the smallest leased acreage, is only 
186,000 acres or about 6. 6 percent of the land area. 
In 1946, 529,.091 acres were under lease or 18.7 percent or the land 
area. This year also had the greatest amount of' new leasing with a little 
more than 192,000 acres being taken. In 1944, 34.3, 000 acres were und lease 
(Table V). 
The average of new leases taken amounts to 86, 050 per year for the periocl. 
The smallest acreage of new leases, 22, 615, was taken in 1940. 
: 
: 
Table V. Total Acres, Total .Acres Leased by Yei,u-s, 
and Acres Under New Lease Each Year, 
Sub-Aroo. 3,. 19.3B-l9!i.7 
• t :Percent of': 




: :· :Percent ,. Aeres :Under New : Under . Acree 11 .. .. 
: total Acges • L@ased : L,eas§)d • Lease : llev; Lea.s2 :Released . ,
1938 2,827,000 17.91 506,2S7 2.g 79,150 84,4<:R 
1939 l.Ji,.79 418,253 l.4 39.,.578 127,612 
1940 12 .. 69 358;844 o.8 22,615 82,024 
1941 12.75 360,525 2.4 68.945 67,264 I 
1942 15.llr it2S,OOO 3 .. 3 93,291 25,816 
1943 12~45 .351;973 1.8 50.885 126,912 
1944 12.1~. 343,0'75 .3.0 SJ~,Sl0 93,708 
1945 14.00 395,6'73 3.9 110,250 57,652 
1946 18.72 529,091 6.8 192,235 58,817 
1947 17.84 504,332 2.4 llS.,735 14.3,494 
Avere_ge 14.e4 419,605 3.0 86,050 86,777 
y Calc1.1lated-new leases plus prGViou.s yem:."ts land leased minus eurrent 
year's lend leased. 
Leasing has been fairly active in this area for many yee..ra and several 
small oil or gas fields have been discovered. It is likely that years of 
.. 
exploration in this section has given to oil operators considerable know·ledge 
as to where the more promising formations are located. The higher average or 
aeres released as compared: to acres uzi.der new lease seatri.S to indicate that 
o.pere,tors a.re gradually eliminating from consideration more o..nd :more of the 
land. Unless new fields or formation;3 <21.re discovered in this sub-area, it is 
, probable that the gradual decline will continue. 
Sub-Area ft 
Sub-Area 4,- in the southeastern part of the area; consists: of three com-
plete coUl'lties and portions of threo others. There are 2,.339,,000 acres or 
land in farms in the area. 
During the 10-yea.r period. 19)8-1947 1 there has been an average of 
7 45, ;oo acres under lease wi. th roughly 154.000 acres or new leases t.aken. 
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each year. Yea:r-to-ycar ve.rie,tio:ns ha.ve ooen w1.de.. In 19!.2 only 451,000 
acres or 19.J peroent of the land w~.s under lease (Figure.a 6 and. 7}. !11 that, 
yea:r a.bout 42,,000 ae!"es of new leases wr'c} ta.ken but 103,000 acres were re-
leased. There was a nominal increase in lea0ed. 2.erea.ge in 19.43 and 1944 but 
in 1944 there -was a net gain of about 422.000 Ml"e:s under lease. In that 
year, 500,546 acres 0£ neu leases were taken ood only about 79,000 acres 
released. The leased a,creage continued to shou an ine·ree.se and by 1947, 
1,360,L:2.3 aeres were uJ1d.er lease, This a.er(7age is slightly more than 5g per-
cent of the land in farms, trhich ls high when compared with most of the other 
s,1b-divisions. (Tables I and VI and FiguI"es 6 and 7). 
. • ... 
• ... • 
Table VI .. Total Acres,. Total Acres Leased by tears, 
and Acres Under New LGasa Ea.eh Year, 
SUb-Area 4,, 19)8-1947 · 
: l :Percent oft 
·• : t Land. Area t Acres . •. 
: Pereent: Acres :Under New: Under 
• ... 
t 
• Acres l/ . 
t Total A.eras ·• teased • Leased t U:l§:Be .. ;: N~v Lea.a :Re!,eased • • . . . . 
1938 2,339,,000 2).)4. 541.,.2.23 1.3 30,-405 124,894 
1939 19.8.3 463.707 3 •. 1 72,510 150,026 
1940 22.21 519,592 4..7 110,:;1:,0 54,455 
1941 2L,91 512,398 2.8 65,170 72,364 
1942 19.31 451,364 1 •. 8 42,100 103,134 
1943 25.ll 587,268 8 .. 3 194,JJ+O 58,2.36 
1944 29 .. 63 693,.158 S.7 20.3,495 97,605 
1945 47.67 1,114,899 21.4 500,546 78,805 
19ti-6 51.77 1,210,979 7.0 163,730 67,650 
1947 58.16 1;36o,423 6.8 159,050 9,.606 
Average .31.87 7~.5,.501 6.6 154,149 81,678 
l/ Galculated-... new leases plus previous yea.r's land leased minus current 
year's .land. leased. 
Leasing 1.Jas relatively a.ative in this sub-area all through the period. 
In 0111.y' ·t.wo of ·the years was less than 20 percent, of the land under lease • 
. In 1939 and in 1942 the leased acreage dropped to 19.8 and 19.3, respectively;. 
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Oil play hns be;2,n iwt1:v2; hero o:I.1 f':'i.elds bD,ve been 
c}::rveloped., Int~rest in ·the ares, had declined n.:ntil in rocert~ y0z-irs ·the dis--
actiYity.. 
Fv .. rtherm.ore, in 19~~5 onr~ o:f t,ho d0opest teot wclln 
the western pe.rt of' the sub-div:lsion which gave &1 fu.rthe:r s·bit1ulus to J.,aasing• 
Mew leasing has declined sinco 191+:5 and mlr:y continue to do so. 1'fost of 
tho land ii leased in t,hf, p1•obabl0 territory ·thr~ deop 'test may have con-
Sub-Area 2 
tho o.rea, inelu.des four com-
plate counties and. portions of' tuo others.· There ure approximately 2,649,640 
acres of land in f'.arm.<J 5,n thi.3 sub-division. Lsr,sing was s..ctive in the 
lS11d m1der lease. This 10-year average is the highest average of la.1t1d under 
The proportion or 1£md u ... ?J.der le,},se foll to 21 p:ircent in 191.;2 but never 
belotJ 31 percent during a.11y oth.e1• yc'!::U' of tho period (J.i"igurc 6) • The low 
ratio in 194,'2 can be attributed 'to the small nmnboi~ of acres of new leases 
tAker~ that y(,j,ax, 45,000, and to the fact that some 309,000 acres of leases 
were permitted to drop (Table VII). Tho te.king of new leases :'.i..11 1942 was the 
taken in 1946. The sn1z:1.ll acr&age leased in ·this latter ye8:X' is difficult to 
Ti1ble VII. 
e.nd 
~~-·-·---·~------~~~-• . • . 
: 
Tot:::u. l!,.crec, '.l:otal Acrer::, Lec.sed b;/ Yecrs, 
Acres Under !1few Lease Each Year, 
S-:JJi-Ares. 5, 1938-191~7 
. :Percent of: . 
:u.md Area . .. . • 
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Jj Calculatcd--11eH leas-es plus p,re1fious yea.i• 1s land le 01ssd minus cm--ren'i:: 
year•s land leased. 
explain. It is possible that oil operators udoptod a nirait and seen attitude 
while further explorations were betnz :made. Moreover, during the yea.rs 1943, 
19t.l}, and 1945, morG th,m. 1,350,000 acres of new leases were taken. It is 
probable that everything was leased during th,J:se '?iri.J:-ee years that looked a-!:. 
all favorable up to that t:i:ne. 
The proportion of land t:mder lease during the L.<:tst four ye~:rs of the 
stu ..cly period, exceeds 51 percent. other sectfon has as good a leasing 
record as this. In 1947, l,55S,OOO ,icres were under lease or 58.8 percent of" 
a.11 land in .farms. This is the highest proportion found loased in any one 
year in any sub-division of the area. 
Sub-Are.a .. 6 
Sub-Area 6, unlike other sub-divisions shows a downward trend in leasing 
activity during the p,2;riod. (Figures 6 and 7). About .38 percent or ·the land 
was under lease the first t;h.r1::)0 yee:rz of' t,h0 period. During the last three 
yea!'s, an avere.ge of' 28 percent W!;J,S leased. In 1947, 1r1hen 112.,.000 aeres of 
new· leases were taken, the land under lease rose to a lit.tle above 4311.000 
acres or .:n.6 percent of the land area. This acreage was the highest since 
1940 (Table VIII}. 
• • 
: 
Table VIII. Total Acres; Total Acres t-ee.sed. by Years, 
and A.ores Under Jou Lease Each Year, 
Sub-Area 6, 1938-1947 
• .  :,Percent of: "' • 




.. ., Percent. ; Acres :Under New: Under : Acres V • • 
• Total Acres .. Leasec1 . .. Leased : J'&aM • Neu Lease ;Releaseq • • • • 
1938 1,365,040 40.77 556,493 2.9 39,,s585 45,,586 
19.39 Y/.95 518,096 4.4 6o,o60 98,ti-57 
1940 34.22 467.,056 3.0 40,950 91,990 
19/fl 31.24. 426,.46.3 4.9 66~«,o 107,033 
1942 29.04 396,470 5.2 71,460 101 .. 45,; 
194.3 30.50 416,.382 5.5 75,580 55 668 , 
1944, 27.52 3'75,686 4.9 66,410 107,106 
1945 26.19 357,.478 4.0 54,600 72,808 
1946 26.21 'J57, 769 1.2 16,380 16,08'9 
1947 Jl •. 60 431,404 s.2 lll,930 .38,295 
!Nerage Jl.52 .!i30,J30 ,J,.4 60,340 7".J,44$ 
j/ Caleulated.--new lea.set, plus previous yearts la.11d leased minus current 
year's land leased. 
Leasing a.ctivi ty in thi~ sub-area appears to be fairly well st,abilized. 
The proportion under lease a.vere,ged 31.5 percent for the period and the ~ 
variation has not been great. The high yea:r for acres under lease; 1938, 
shows 41 percent leased,. and the low year,. 1945, shows 26.2 percent undel" 
lease. 
Sub-Area. 6, which lies in the northaastern part of' the study area, has 
a relatively large mnow1t of mineral development. A number o:f sizable oil 
.fields were developed prior to 19.38, some in the early 1920s. The discovery-
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oi' oil and the delh1'/Ji tation of art:li:.,,o of pr::,d'uction te:'.lf1 to :retard leasing in 
the :immediate v:lcinity of product:to~1. nwildMt" 11elle in various other part~ 
of the section have failed -to discover oil and so hav,e virtueJ.1.y condem.11,3d, 
for leasing, land in tho 11ei1hborhood of these uells. On tho other. hand, 
there ra'!lains in the area a considerable a.mot.mt of unexplored territory and,. 
although leasing activity has been declining, the average h:1s ratnained fairly 
high. 
CHAPTER IV 
INCOME FROM LEASING AND BONUSES 
Introduction 
In Chapter Ill it _was shown that a considerable proportion of the land 
in that portion of the State studied is constantly under lease for oil and 
gas . It was stated that this land is held under lease through the peyment 
of a stipula'Wd sum called a del.ey rental. In this chapter, consideration 
will be given to the incC4Il.e derived :f'rom delay rentals and bonuse.s in order 
to examine the second portion of the hypothesis which stat-es: ttLeasing aetiv• 
ity results 1n a signifieant supplementary income to landowners of Western 
Oklahoma. " 
As a rule, one dollar per acre is paid as a delay rental on land under 
lease. This may vary, however . In the early 1930s, when conditions were de-, 
pressed, many new lease contracts were made at 50 cents per acre rental. 
Numerous contracts current at that time were re-negotiated and the rent re-
duced to 50 cents per a.ere . This apparently was to the advantage of both the 
lessor and the lessee. For the lessee, it enabled him to retain or to take 
new leases he could not otherwise afford. For the lessor, it enabled him to 
keep leased, w.i which would otherwise have yielded no return to the sub-,. 
surface. 
Even in more prosperous periods, some leases will be lIIB.de which call fO'J! 
a delay rental of less than one dollar per acre . land less favorab~ sit-
uated in relation to Imown promising g~logicaJ. formations frequently will 
be leased only at a reduced rate . It is for these reasons that the aver-age 
rental rate is less than one dollar . 
Since it is seldom that the rental rate goes above one dollar per acre, 
some adjustment usually is made to compensate landowners whose holdings lie 
34 
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in favor,9,ble territory. Thio adjm:it:ment is in. the form of o. bonus which is 
an additional payment made to the l$.ndo\mer at the time the lefise contract 
is n1ctde .• 
· bonus is a partiertla.rly elusive thi:ng to isolate; one zna..y 01" may no~ 
be paid. vJhether a'. bonur.=: is paid e.nd. the size of the payment depends on 
m1o:n:y thi11g,s; the genoreJ. doraE'1,nd for leases in the al"ea,. the economic position: 
of 'l,ho landowner, and the location of the tract in relation to knoi,m geologi-
cal formations. In general, e('fill)etition for .leases is the dominating facto~ 
in setting ·the bonus. Competition usueJ.ly is sharp vhen. some lessee attemi)tG 
to lease e.11 laJ1d within a localitiy .. 1 Compet.ition also is strong in the 
vicinity of a 11wildcatn well while it is being drilled. Even though the 
"wildcat11 may not discover oil, it raay reveal favorable geological formations, 
which i\l.rther stimulate eompeti tion for leases. Bonuses may,. therefore, range 
f'r01n nothing to several hundred dollars per acre in order t.o persuade the 
land own.er to sign the lec'1se. Bowevor, lease scouts int.erviewed reported that 
more cor:m1only bonuses ra;ngo from $1.00 to $15.00 per acre wi·th $5.00 being 
the figuro most often quoted. Sueh bonuses are of' frequent. enough occtu--t'ence 
that t'.:1r:.) individual landowner may have reasonable expectations of receiving 
a bonus when he leases his land. 
Factual data cm bonuses are difficult to obtain. Only in:f'1•equently is 
a bonus u1enliioned in ·t.he lease contract on :?ile i11 public 1.•t)corda. For t.hi.s 
reason, th3 bon:us I'igure filled i11 ·the analysis uhich. follows is based on 
opinions and such factual data as obtained frOlll lease scouts, oil.companies, 
l This is referred to as a lease block and individuals are particule.rly 
eag6'r to lease land within the bloek, usually with the idea o:f reselling at 
a profit to ·the lessee who is atterapti.,g to establish ·t;he bloek. 
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the U. s. Geological Su.."l"'Vey, and the Oklahom School Land Commission.2 l't is 
tion of the available factual data tempered by the opinions obtained. 
!t is believed. i;h,,1t these figures are as :representative of an average or 
a normal bonus as can be obtained. Some landowners will obtain bonuses much 
larger than the figures used; a few will obtain.less. The data show that 
over a period of years., bomw income is larger than letlse income in most a.roan. 
It is a particularly important source of income during periods of great leas. 
ing activity when competition for leases is sharp. It is during these periods 
that lump sum ptcyments are large enough to permit landowners to retire mort-
gage debt.s or to make· needed improvements or to bey neces&IJ!'j7' equipment. 
The Area 
Lease rent for land leased in the area as a whole averaged 93 cents per 
acre over the pa.st 10 years.. The · avere.ge lease rent income in the area t.Jas 
$2,900,,626 per year during the pGriod. In 1942, the per acre lease rent 
reached a low of' 87 cents. However,. beeauae of" the great number of' aeroo 
dropped. f:!:-om lease in that year, the .follatrl.ng year shows the lowest total 
lease rental income for ezr., of the years studied; $1,. 554,727 ( Tab.le tt)., 
The ltl.ghest aver.age reutl:ll vas in -1947 when 5,8,36,516 acres,3 vere under 
lease at 98 cents per acre. This was also the high year fcrr, total rental 
income to l&"ldownera W'hen slight'.cy- more than $5174),000 was received.. 
2 The School umd Commission, ill particular, has a great deal. ot .tactual 
data on file in the form of bids on school land leases. HCt-rever,, school land 
lease sales are held only upon :request of a :prospecti,re lessee. SD.eh a. re-· 
quest causes the Sehool Land Conmrl.ssion to advertise the tracts as open for 
lease whieh, .in effeet, is public notice that someone believes the tract is 
valuable 'f'or oil and gaa... Competition i.a thereby stil!lulated and bids u.suaU:, 
go higher than for bonuses ordinarily paid in the locality. For this rea~on, 
data obtained from this source must be used with caution. 
J T-oW ®re$ .~ m:tnu.'3 ®~ W'ldo:r ttmt lease 'OU m:dah no rent w-0..e 
dtte ~··paid. 
Table IX. Income From leasing and Bonuses Per Acre 
and Total, Entire Study Area, 1938-1948 Ji 
i i To 
Year i : Per Acre 
8 : dollars 
1938 .89 2, 739,05.3 4.25 1,289,084 1.18 
1939 .90 2,458,150 3.25 1,455, 503 1.24 
1940 .92 2,38.3,18.3 2.50 755,009 1.09 
1941 . 89 2,0.36, 437 3. 65 1,262,27.3 1.25 
1942 .en 1, 660, 686 2. 60 992, 549 1.16 
1943 .91 1, 554, m 5. 60 6, 712,917 2.85 
. 1944 .97 2,132,993 4. &J 9,400,782 2.71 
1945 .97 3,706,729 4.10 6,.330,249 1.en 
1946 .96 4,819, 433 4.30 4,986,745 1. 59 
1947 .98 5,743,050 4.40 4, 985, 227 1 .. 54 
Average .9.3 2, 900,,626 3. 53 3, ll5,646 1. 50 
JI Total of the six sul>-areas . 
y Lease income divided by acres on which rant was paid. 
JI Total Bonus income divided by total or new leases taken. 
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The estimated bonus income for the area averaged 3,115,61 .. 6 per year or 
$3 . 53 per acre for new leases. 4 The greatest income tram bonuses was received 
in 1944. In that year more than 2,046,500 acres of new" leases were ta.ken at 
an estimated 4.'60 per acre . The resulting bonus income totaled $9,400,782, 
nearly .four times as great as lease income during that year. Per a.ere bonuses. 
were· highest in 194.3 when an estimated $5 •. 60 was received for new leases . Th 
low point for bonuses was in 1940 when 2. 50 per acre was received. In 1942, 
a low yea:r for total leasing a:ctivity, bonuses averaged $2 .00 per acre (Table 
IX). 
Total income for the area as a ;hole averaged 6,016,272 per year for 
the period, or $1.50 per acre for all land leased. This income was almost 
4 See Table IX for method of arriving at these figures. 
eqt.tally divided between loo.ae rental.'3 and bonuses. The highost income year 
wa:3 194A when lease rents and bonuse,s totaled :)11,,533, 775, about 80 percent, 
of' which came from bonuses. How-ever, on a,.vi income per a.ere basis;, incomes, ht 
19M} wore exceeded 1:r,:r thorJo ir1 191,,'J i:Jhon tho s;verage per aero income amotmted 
to f:i'.2.85 on the ao1'Ua1c u..'ld.CX' loaso (Table IX). The lov point in total in-
C01",.,1C during the period oec'U'l:'red in 1942 when slightly more than $2,65.3,-000 
we.a received i:Jy 1.andotmerc, roughly tw'o,,.thirds coming i'rO!il lease rentals. In 
191,.0, the y~r of lowest per a.ere in.09:me.,, more tha..'11 $3,,,000'-'000 ''W'aS received 
in,leases ar,id bonuses. 
Su:b-ArE:la ;&., _ 
lease rent pe1" acre averaged; 92 cents for too land leaoed in sub-area l 
for tho 10-yee.r- period. The annual rental accruing to land.owners amounted to 
$719,J25. The low point in rental ineotle was reaehad in. 1942 uhen f~l2,800 
were received by lessors. I'he average per acre lease income in 1943 ·was 
lower, but a larger acreage drawing rent income made returns about ~~30., 000 
higher than in 1942 (Table X}. 
Bonus income is estimated at $686,576 per yefJ':!! for the period, on1;r a 
little below lease income.. This a.mounts to an average bonus of $2.25 per aoNt 
on all leases taken from 1938 through 1947. .In 1940 and again in 1942 per,.., 
a.ore bonuses are estimated at $1.25• the lowest f'.igurs reaebed during the 
period. However, in 1941, bonus income iras only $57,413. For that yea:2, 
bonuses are estima:ted at $1. 50, but ne11 leases i-1e-re at their lowest figm:-e folf!' 
the period with only JS,.2i75 acres taken. Bonus income reached its highest 
fi-gtll"e in 1944 when $2,644, 708 were received by landowners. ifuila the per-
acre bonus was not particularl;r high, nearly a million acres of new leases 
wei"e ·taken du:i'i.ng ·that year. 
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'!'able X. Income From Leasing and Bonuses Per Acre 
and Total, Sub-Areal, 19.38-1947 
: J;&ase l!}gom9 IZ . : Boa is5'gmt 2Z I Tota.1 inea 'J.2 • Year : Per Acre : Sub-Area I Per Acre I Sub-Area 'l Per Acre : Sub-Are 
I {dollars.) : (dollars) t {dollar§) : (dollars) 1 < doJ.l.Fs) : (dollar1) 
1938 .89 414,964 1. 50 64,590 . 94 la/ 479, 554 
19.39 . 87 '369,177 1. 50 156,488 . 99 525, 665' 
1940 .98 408,872 1.25 65,.7erJ 1.01 474, 659 
1941 .89 346, 522 1.50 57, 413 .94 403, 9.35 
19~ . 86 212, 000 1.25 113, 125 .96 325,925 
194.3 .82 242,866 2 . 50 705,735 1.64 948, 601 
1944 .95 343,779 2.75 2, 61.,4,, 708 2. 26 2,988,487 
1945 .95 1, 155,719 3. 50 2, uo,024 1. 79 3,265,743 
1946 .96 1, 672., 602 4.00 2, 373,100 l.'73 4, 045,782 
1947 .98 2,210,186 4.00 1, 129,176 1. 32 3, .339, 362 
Average .92 719,125 2.25 686, 576 1. 29 1,405., 710 
'}/ Computed by applying per acre income to acres leased minus acres under new 
lease as shown in table on leasing for the sub-area. 
y Per Acre income estimated and applied to acres of new leases as shown in 
table on leasing for the sub-area. 
JI The total of' lease ineome plus bonus income. W Total income divided by acres leased as .shown in table for leasing in the 
sub-area. 
Total 1.noome averaged $1.29 per acre for land under lease in the section. 
An average of 1,086,803 acres drawing rent together with an average of 
.305.,.145 acres of new leases taken each year,, resulted in a year:cy average 
income of $1, 405, 710 to landowners or the section. The lowest income year 
was in 19~ when landowners received $325,925 or 96 cents per acre for land 
.leased.,. roughly two-thirds of whieh was lease rent income. In 1946,. the 
high income year.,. landowners received more than $4.,000,000 in lease rent and 
bonuses. Rough.l;r 60 percent o£ this amount came from bonuses. However, the 
best per-acre return occurred in 1944 when $2.26 per acre yielded slightly 
less than $3, 000,.000. 
Sub-Area 2 
Lease rent per acre averaged 86 cents in sub-area 2. With an average of 
155,847 aeres drawing rent, a retUl"n of $134, 028 per yea.r vas received by 
landowners from this soUl"ce. The low yea:r for lease rent income was 1944 
when oticy' $60, 584 was received by landowners . While there were 168.160 acres 
under lease in 1944, nearly 97, 000 of these acres were new:cy, leased on which 
no deley' rent was paid. (See Tables IV and XI) . On a per acre basis, 1938 was 
the low year with an average of 79 cents being paid in delay rentals. Per 
acre rentals as well as .l"ent income reached their highest during the period 
in 1947. In that year, an· oerage of 97 cents per acre on nearly 326,000 
acres gave an income of 306, 411 to lessors. 
' 
Table XI. Income From Leasing and Bonus.es Per Acre 
and Total Income, Sub-Area 2, 1938-1947 
: . Leye ~com!!* : Bonue ~52ome• I , Total In5'ome* 
Year : Per Aere , Sub-Area • • Per Acre : Snb-Area : Per Acre : Sub-Area 
, (dollars ) • {dollars) . {d9ll.ars) ; '{d9llars) ; (do]J.5:.s) t (dollar:s), . . 
1938 .79 179,413 1. 50 8, 227 . 81 187, 6/J) 
1939 .so 152,192 1. 50 13, 710 . 83 165,902 
1940 . 83 100, 646 1.50 16,455 .89 117, 101 
1941 . 86 61, 150 2. 50 63, 975 1.29 125, 125 
1942 .86 64,595 2. 50 95, 625 1.41 160, 220 
1943 . 88 93, 474 3.00 54,.840 1. 19 U.8, 314. 
. 1944 .85 60, 584 2. 50 242, 212 1.80 .302,.796 
1945 . 89 144,047 2. 50 301, 620 1 .• 58 445, 667 
1946 .92 191,659 3. 50 473,452 1. 94 665, lll 
1947 . 94 306~411 3 .. 50 876, 526 2 .05 l , 182, 9Y7 
Average . 86 134,028 2. 25 159, 964 1 • .30 293,992 
* See Table X for method of computation. 
Bonuses are estimated at $2. 25 per acre for the period. This resulted 
in an income of $159,.964 per year to land-OWne:rs, the bonus income averaging 
higher than lease income. The peak far bonus ineome during the period was 
reached in 1947 uhen :lJ;876, 526 wan received f:or 250,436 a.cres of new leases. 
In 19.38, w'hen 5,485 acres of new leases were taken at $1.50 per acre bonus, 
incoL1s from ·this source was 1owe.st. In ·1;hut year only ~}8,227 was received 
by la.'t'ldowners. 
!h. terms of total income, landowners in sub-area 2 reccd.ved, on the 
average, $1.30 par acre for the lruid they leased, one o.t' the lowest per-acre 
averages of S'4J.Y sub-diVi::.d.on.. T'ne e.veraga yearJ..y income from leaseo a.nd 
bonuses amounted to ~~293,.992 • 
. Total income as well %L':t income per a.ere in this section was highest in 
1947 (Table XI). Leasi:r.g ree.ched a peak for the period ii, that year with 
highest lease rent for the period combined with one of the highest bonus yeare 
gave a total retu ... T'll of t}l,,1$2,937 or @2.05 fer each acre leased. Of this 
m;1oant, nearly three-f'o1:1.rths cam.e f1~or·1 bonus .L"lcom.e. 
The low year .for total income d:o.rir...g the p0riod W''d.S 1940 when la.ndowners; 
received $117,101 or 89 cents per acre for their leased land. Four-fifths ot 
the in 191}0 eai.'"ll.e from leaze rentals. 'J.'he low in 1940 ca.11. be attributed 
to tho small acreage leased. and to the small taking of new leases at one o£ 
the lowest average bonuseta f·or m:ry yetU! of the period. 
§ub-Areal 
The average lease income por yee,;r in ·this sub-area a.mounted to $316,877 
or 95 cents per acre for land under lease during the period (Table llI). The 
avera.ge per-acre rental during the last two years of t,he study was ~;,1.01. 
Thia high rental can be attributed to ·the greater than ordinary amoun·t. of 
Indian land under lease, which frequently draws a rental of" $1.25 per acre. 
In 1941, per-acre rent incomes were lowest when 'they averaged 88 cents. 
IimfeVei1 ,, the total rent iJ1con1e was lowest in 1944 when only iJ253,100 were 
Table XI!. Income From Leasing and Bonuses Per Acre 
and Total Income, Sub-Area 3, 1938-1947 
• Le~se Income* : Bonus Income* • Total . • 
Year • Per Acre ,. Sub-Area • Per Acre • Sub-Area . Per Acre • • • • . 
• (dollars) . (dollars) • (dollars) : (dollars) • (dollars) • • • . 
1938 .9.2 392,966 4.00 316,600 1.40 
1939 .96 363,528 2.50 98,945 1.10 
1940 .93 312,,693 3.50 79,1S2 1.09 
1941 .88 256,590 4.00 275,780 1.46 
1942 .93 .311,.279 2.00 186,552 1.16 
1943 .92 277,001 3.50 178,097 1.29 
1944 .98 253,100 4.50 381,645 1.85 
1945 1.00 285,423 4 .. 50 496,125 1.98 
1946 1.01 340,225 4.50 865,05S 2.28 
1947 1.01 389,453 4.00 474,940 1.71 
Average .95 .316,877 3.50 301,175 1.47 
* See Table X for method of com.putation. 
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received by lando,mers. In ·this yoo:r per-acre rentals averaged 98 cents, but 
the number of acres drawing fl rent reached a low for the pe1~:lod (Table XII). 
In 19li4 only 343,075 acres were under lease and or these leased acres nearly 
85,000 were newly leased ar.1d hence callGd for no rent that yeax (See Table V). 
The highest lease rent; income aecrued to landowners in 1938 when 92 cents 
per acre on /;!.7$127 acres gave a return of $392,966. 
Bonus income averaged ;)301,175 per yea:r for the pe1~iod. studied. On a 
per acre basis, the average bonus-is estimated at $3.50. Bonus income vrgs 
highest in 1946 uhen an average of $4.50 was received :ror 192,235 acres of 
new leases. In 1940 a low for bonus income was reached when an average oi" 
$3. 50 was received as bonus on 22,615 acres of new leases (Tables V &"ld XII). 
Total ineo:me from leases and bonuses averaged $1.4.7 per acre to landowners 
in sub-area 3. This per-acre 1~eturn amounts to slightly more than $618,000 
per year income on an average of 419,.605 acres, the income being almost 
equally divided between leas~ rentals a·nd bonuses. The peak year in total 
4.3 
income was 1946 when 529,l}.'Jl ac~ees ea::t."ned au average of $2.28 f'rool lease 
rent and bonuses. The total. ret1..1.rn that year was $1,-205,2$3., A greater pro,;. 
portion of this income, about 72 percen·t;, can be a.ttributed to the great 
number of aeres taken in n.e11 leases at a rele,t.ively high bon:lls. 
The low income year was in 1940 when $1.09 per acre was reeeived by 
landmmers on 358,844 acres. The low income that year, a l:i. ttle less than 
$392,000,. can be attributed to the small number of acres taken in new leases. 
Sub-Area {;r 
Lease rent incom.e averaged 98 cents :per uc:re :bi this su:b-di rts:Lor1 and 
gave an aver1,,ge annual re·i:;u.:rn of $ 579, 52 5 to la.ndmmers. The yearly per-
aere :return from lease ri:mt fell below 96 eents in only one yes.r, 1938, and 
in only one yen..r after 1938 did per-acre rentals fall below 98 cents (Table 
XIII). In 1939 rent income amounted to (ri375,.549, the year of." lowest income, 
from lease rents. In the peak year,. 1947, lease 1•ent to landowners of the 
slightly norc thf',n 244,000 acres of new lei1,ses were ta.ken each ye~. During 
the st!lile period., an izi.ve:rage of only 62,330 acres we.re released annually. The 
yearly net gi;dn oi land leased during the period resulted in a toteJ. o:f 
1, 201,.373 acres drawing lease rent in 1947, the highest for mlj' yee:r: o.f the 
period studied in this sub-aro,::t,. 
Bonus income in this section averaged $4. 50 pe-.c aero on new leases, giv-
ing an annual r:~turn from tM z sou:ree of $69.31 671, which exceeds lee.se rent 
i:neoTI1e by more then ~~100,000. The loi-1 year, 19.38, .shoi,rs a rettirn from bonuses 
vlhile bonuses that yem:' averaged !}5 .. 00 per acre, only 30,/+05 
acres were tc.ken.. Appa:rently during this yeax a few highly desirable tro.ets 
were picked up, the rest ignored. It we.s five yearG be.f oro bonuses again 
reached. $5.00 per a.ere. In 1945, ~}5 .. 00 p0r acre was pB",id for more than 
44 
500,000 acres of new leases. Bonus income in this peak year totaled more than 
$2, 500, 000 (TablS\ XIII). 
Table XIII. Income From Leasing and Bonuses Per Aere 
and Total Income, Sub,.Area 4, 1938-1947 
s ~W!! Income* I Bouy~ In~omg* : IotM ;[ncom* 
Year : Per Acre s Sub-Area . Per Acre t Sub-Area : Per Acre • Sub-Area • • 
t < c1211ara) : Cdqllars) ; {dollars) • (dollars) {dolJars) I {dollars) t 
1938 .94 480,1€$ 5.00 152,025 1.17 632,194 
1939 .96 Y/5,549 2.50 181,275 1.20 556, 824 
1940 .98 401, 067 2 .50 275, 850 1.30 676,917 
1941 1.00 447, 2.28 2. 50 162,925 1.19 610,153 
1942 .98 401, 079 4. 50 189,450 1 • .31 590.,529 
1943 .98 385, 265 5. 00 970, 700 2.31 1,355, 965 
1944 .99 484, 766 5.00 1,017,475 2.11 1,502,241 
1945 1.00 614,353 5.00 2,.502,. 730 2.80 3, 117, 083 
1946 1.00 1,047,249 6.00 982,JSO 1.68 2.,029,629 
1947 1.00 1,-.201, 373 6.00 954,300 1.58 2,155,673 
Average .98 579,525 4. 50 693,671 1 .. 71 1, 273,196 
* See Table X for method of computation •. 
Total income in sub-area 4 averaged $1.71 per acre for the period studie<I. 
This means that on an average or 745,501 acres under lease each year, land-
owners received $1, 273,196 per year, with slightly more than half of this 
amount coming from bonuses . The peak income was reached in 1945 when an aver• 
age of 2.80 was received on 1,114, 899 acres. In that year more than 
$3, 000,000 was reeeived by landowners of the section as income from undeveloped 
mineral rights •. The great a.mount of leasing activity in 1945. which saw high 
bonuses being received on a record number of acres or new leases, accounted 
for about 80 percent of the income that year. 
Total income was lowest in 19.39 when roughly $557,000 was received by 
landowners for lease rent and bonuses, While in that year a low W'ru3 reached 
in the number of acres drawing lease rent, two-thirds of the total income 
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in 19.39 was from this sou.rce.. On a per acre ba~is., however, total income 
H'as slightly lower in both 1938 and 191;,1. 
Sub-Area 5 
Leaoe rent in sub-n.rec.. 5 averaged 90 cents per o;cre and gave an average 
ann:ual income to 10....rid<}i:Jnors or sHghtly :more than ~)S05,,500 from this sou.roe 
(Table XIV).. Inco1i1e from delay :::enteJ.s :r·eached its h:lghest point during tho 
period in 194.7 when ~sl,335,322 we.c received on 1,348,810 &,ores or an. aver1;,,g0 
of' 99 cents per acr$. This acreage, 51 pereen'.l:; of all fro."Dlland, had been 
built up by th .. ~ great acthr:i.ty in the a.rea dttt'ing tho previous five years. 
nu.ally; a net gain over re1caces of more t,han 200,000 acres per yoo.r. 
Table XIV. lneQlila From Leasing and Bonuses Per Acre 
and Totcl Income,. Sub-i'u-ea 5, 1938-19.47 
-·~--::_---... ---... L __ ea.""s.;;e ... - ... I.. n ...oo--.... :m:e--.... *:· ·-·_-_·:·:.-,::.::::no:-..... nu·::s::r:_n:c""· .... a-me.,.""" .-._*-·:--_-_-_:_·_ .. :-T.·:o-t ...-... al:::r-· ... n-... c:a ... m .. -.... e:*_·. _._. 
Year : Per Acre : Sub-Area : Per Acre : Sub-Area : Pe1" Acre : Sub-Area 



































































The low lease rent i..'1come ye&il! ,,m.s 1943. In that year slightly less 
than $246,000 were received on 264,500 acres. In the five years preceding 
1943, the trend in leasing h1.3,d beGn doimwa:rd with a net lo.ss of more than 
100, 000 ~tares per yem• b!3'famen new leases and releases. 
Bonus income 1s estimated at $5.00 on an average or 206,850 acres of new 
leases given each year. The annual income resulting from new leases amounted 
to more than $1,000,000 for the period stc,udied which exceeds tho annual in-
come from lease rent. In'1944with: an estimated. bonus of $7.50 per acre, in-
come to landmmors was nearly $4, 750,.000 from this source (Table XIV). This 
high figure ws approached in onl:1 one other year, 1943,. vhen $4,312,275 in 
bonuses wm•e received. During these two years moro than 1,200,000 acres of 
nm1 lea.sea were taken by oil operators. Bonus income was lowest in 1942 when 
$157,657 were received by landowners. Per-a.ere bonuses in that year dropped. 
to f?3.50 and only 45,045 acres of new leases were given. As ste.ted earlier,-
in 1942 the inactivity of lessees w-as pronounced. 
The average per a.era totoJ. income in sub-area 5 was $1.67 on 1,101,.609 
acres. This gave a. total a.'1nual return to landowers in the section of 
roughly $1,8)8_..ooo. more than half of which was from bonuses. Total income 
and par-acre income reached a. low for the period .in 1942. Per-acre income 
from loases and bonuses dropped to g9 eents during that year which gave land.-
o-,,ner~ ru'.I incom.s of $552,331. The low income during 1942 can be attributed 
to the fnct that in that year 309,000 acres of leases were dropped and only 
45,.045 a.ez-~s of new leases taken. In 194'.3 per-acre income reached ita m.axi-
mum with $5.43 per acre being ree.eived on 839.-476 acres of leased land. Near-
ly 95 percent of the total i1lcoiae du.ring this yea:r- ea.me fr.om bonuses. In 
1944, par-acre incomes dropped to $4.04 but that amount was received on more 
than 1.350,,000 acres. As Ca result, total ineom~ in 1944 reached $5,-461,903,. 
the peak in~ome for any year of the period. More than 85 percent of the 
total income .in 1944 was f'rom bonuses pa.id for new laases. 
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Sub-Area 6 
Lease rent in sub-area 6 returned an average of 336, (JJ:} per year to 
landowners during the period studied. On a per acre basis, this amounts to 
91 cents on an average of 369,990 acres drawing lease rent . The low on per 
a.ere returns was 1942 when deley rents averaged 85 cents . Hovever, in 1945, 
rent income reached a low o:f: $272., 590 • Al though rents averaged 90 cents per 
acre in that year, rent was received on oli13 302, 878 acres (Table XV). The 
peak in rent income during the period was reached in 1938 when nearly $486, 000 
were received from this source. Lease rent t hat year averaged 94 cents per 
a.ere. 
Table XV. Income From Leasing and Bonuses Per Acre 
and Total Income, Sub-Area 6, 1938-1947 
t Lease Income* l Bo!lYs Incane* : Total ;J;ncOllle* 
Year Per Acre : Sub-Area : Per Acre : Sub-Area : Per Acre : Sub-Area 
: (dollars) • (dollars) ' (sJ.ollars) t 
(dollars) ; {dollru) l (dollars} .
1938 .94 485, 89.3 5. 50 217, 7l7 1.26 70.3, 610 
1939 .94 4.30,554r 3. 50 210. 210 1.24 640~764 
1940 .94 400,540 2. 50 102,375 1.08 502, 915 
1941 .86 309, 620 4. 50 298,980 1.43 6o8, 600 
1942 .85 276,29} 3. 50 250,J.10 l.33 526,.369 
1943 . 91 310, 130 6. 50 491, 270 1.92 801,400 
1944 .90 278, 348 5. 50 365,255 1.71 643,603 
1945 .90 272, 590 3. 50 191,100 . 1 • .30 463, 690 
1946 .92 314,077 2. 50 40,950 .99 355,027 
1947 .94 300, 305 4. 50 503, 685 1 .86 80.3, 990 
Average .91 336,fltQ 4.00 241,360 1.34 578,051 
* Sea Table X for method of computation. 
Per-acre bonus income in sub-area 6 has been fairly stable, averaging 
$4.00 per acre on new leases. In this area, lease rent ineome exceeded bonus 
income. The highest bonuses were received in 1943 when the per acre average 
reached $6. 50. In that yea:r 491, 270 in bonus income were received by land-
• 1.947, 
..• 
received in bonuses. The per-acre bonus in 1947 was $4.50, but considerably 
more acres of new leases were taken in that year than in any other year dur-
ing th.a period. In 1940 and again in 1946, per-aere bonuses .fell to an 
average of $2.50. In the latter year, bonus income reached a low of $40,950 
when only 16,380 acres of new leases were taken. 
Total income averaged $1.34 per acre in sub-area 6 during the period; 
$578,051 income for 1ease rent and bonuses on 430,330 acres. The highest 
total income was received in 1947. In that year, 431-,404 acres yielded a 
return to the undeveloped mineral rights or $1.86 per a.ere or $603,990, about 
two-thirds of whieh was bonus income. The low income year was 1946 when an 
average income of 99 cents per a.ere was received on 357,769 acres or land. 
The low in that yea:r can be attributed largely to the small number of acres 
of new leases taken at one .of the lowest average bonuses paid during the 
period. Dur1ng that year, bonus income was only a little more than 10 per-
cent of total income. In addition; the acreage upon which rent was pa.id was; 
second l0\.1est ·of arr:, year of the period. 
Subsurface and .Agricultural Incomes Compared 
It is of some interest to see how subsurface income compares with agri-
cultural income. Cash income from crops in the area, as reported by the 
census., 5 totaled roughly {,;46,765,000 in 1939 and $121,455,000 in 1944. In 
view of the fact that wheat and cotton are, by fa:r, the predominant, cash crops 
of the area., the total crop income was divided arbitrari:cy, according to.the 
cash income relationship that wheat and cotton held to each other i.11 th-,se 
two years. In 1939, 70 percent of the cash income from these two commodities 
was from wheat., 30 percent from cotton. In 1944, 67 percent of the eash 
5 United States Census S!t Ag£iculture, 12lt.i, Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of the Census, Vol. .. l, Part 25 .. 
income from these two commodities i,ras f'.rom wheat, 33 percent was from 
cotton. 
Divided in this manner, calculations shoo that in 1939 i1heat income 
amounted to $32,735,500;6 cotton i11eome was $14,029,500. In 1944,- wheat in-
come was $81,:374,850;7 cotton income was $40,080,150. 
Income to land from undeveloped mineral rights . in 1939 was roughly 
$4,000,000 in the area (Table IX). This figure ia about 8.5 percent ot the 
eash income from crops that year. However, cash income f'rom crops is not net 
income to land. It is diff'ieult ·to determine the net income with accuracy, 
but it is believed that an estimation can be made which 'Will reflect the 
relative importance of surface and substn"fa.ce ineome with som.9 degree of· 
accuracy. 
For erop income, it will be assumed that the norm~ crop share going to 
the landlord represents the landlord's gross return from land due to crop 
production. According to figures compiled by the United State.s Depm-tment or 
Agriculture, estimated landlord expenses comprise about 36'percent of the 
gross rent income to landlords in the United States.8 
In 19.39,. the calculated wheat income amounted to $32,7.35, 500 in the area. 
One-third of this a.mount normally goes to landlords. ThBir gross return from 
wheat was,, therefore, about $10,912,000. Cotton inc0!1le in 1939 was caleulated 
to be $14,029,500; of which one-fourth normally goes to landlords. The land-
lords' gross return to land was $3,507,.000 from cotton. The estimated 
gross return to landlords from crops totaled $14,419,,000 in 1939. 
6 Seventy percent o£ $46,765,000, the ·t;ota.l crop inc~. 
7 Sixty-seven percent of $121,455,000, the total crop inc01ae. 
8 Five-year average, 1938-1942, ,4gricyl.tu.ral Statistics,. 12.ltl, c,. 3. 
Dopartment ot Agrieulturt:t;. Yasbingtoo, D. c., tab.le 499• p.. 412. 
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The return from livestock production is even more difficult to estimate. 
Apparently,. the most accurat,e est~tion would be a calculated f'igure based 
on the normal rent paid for pasture •. There are approximately 6,5251000 acres 
of land used. for pasture in the ro.•ea. Over the area as a whole, i·~ reqv.ires 
about 10 acres or pasture to support one animal unit. The going rate CJVer 
the area is one dollar per animaJ. unit per month. The normal grazing a.ea.son 
is seven months. Therefore, the return to landlords from pastU?e rent is· 
approximatefy $4,567, 500.. This amount added to crop income gave a gross 
return to landlords of $18,986,500. The net re.turn to the land, then, would 
·· be 36 percent less than this amount or $12,151,360 from agricultural produetion 
in the area in 19.39 •. 
As mentio11ed $arlier, returns to land from undeveloped mineral rights 
Slllounted to $4,000,000 in 1939. This amou.'lt, about 25- percent of the total 
return to land from both surface a.nd subsurface, is an important element in 
la.?ld income. 
However, these two figures mq not reveal relative importance without 
further analysis. 
Over the area as u whole, there is a probability that landowners• in-
vestments in mineral rights cO".tld have been liquidated at ~"l average of about 
$5.00 per acre in 1939. The only factual data available which show:a the 
selling price of land in the area vi.th m.ineral rights and without are for, 
counties with a considerable amount of oil. production.9 In these counties, 
land conveying one-half or more of tha mineral rights sold for about $10.00 
per acre more than did land with none of the mineral rights. There is much 
land in the study area that ,;1ould have sold for considerably more than $5.00 
9 Grady and Payne Counties, Davidson and Parcher, ~. Cit. 
per acre for mineral rights; there probably is :more land with subsurface 
rights which could have been sold only if the selling price had been very 
m . . 
low. If,: however,, it be assumed that $5.00 per acre is a fair average, then 
all mineral rights i:n. the study area t:?ould have aold f'or a total of ~78,966,600 
in 1939. The return to this investment wa.s $1,.,000,.000 or about 5 percent that 
The census value of farms in the a:rea. in 191~0 was approximately 
$462,724,000.11 JJrom this f·igure,. the assumed value of the subsurface is 
deducted, l.eaving $383//5?,400 as the estimated value ~ surf'ace realty. The 
net return to land from agriculture was estimated at $12,151,.:360 in 1939 or 
about a 3 percent return to the invet1rtment in the surface. 
In 19M.,. cash income from. crops was roughly $121~455,000. Using the 
same procedure for calculating as before, it is £ound. that the gross return 
to landlords from crops was $37,144,985. There a.re reasons tor believing that 
pastoure rent wa.s about 25 percent higher in 1944 than in 1939. This m.eans 
that roughly ~}5, 709,400 were received for pasturo rent in 1944. Thio maount 
added to the gross return from erops gives a gl"'oss return t;o lru1dlorda of 
$42,854,385 i'rom agriculture. The net return to land is calculated to be 
12 
$30,~6,600. 
Subsurface ineome in 1944 wao $ll,533,.755. This am~t is Z7 percent 
of the total 11et return to land from both the surface and subsurfaoe. However~ 
lO It must be rEE1embered tl1at reluctance of a buyer to buy land 1ri thout 
complete title and reluctance of some sellers to convey all mineral rights 
when oonveyil-ig land m~.kes thG transi"er of minertl rights contingsnt on some-
thing more than the economic value of those rights. 
11 Census of" Agriculture, ,Qn. Qit. 
12 Ttlenty-nine percent of the gross income. This is the average for the 
trni·ted States for tho years 1943-1946. 4Btieultura.l St£l:tistic§, l2GJ.,, 'ff. s. 
Department or Agriculture, Table 644, p. 543. 
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it is prob~ble that, in 19~ investments in subsurf'aoe rights must be 
reckoned at a figure higher than in 1939. It is difficult to sq how lllUC'h 
higher,. but returns to land from oil and gas leasing aetiv!ty .are .so obvious 
and direct that it mq be possible to estimate the increase with some degree 
of aecura.ey. The Per-acre returns to land from looses and bonuse,s in 1944 
1-rere US.5 percent greater than in 1939. There is a probability that. mineral 
rights increased in-value by something like that amount between. 19.39 and 19.44. 
The value of mineral rights in 1944 is, therefore, estimated at $10.92 per· 
acre, with a total value of' mineral rights in the area of $1721 463"000. An 
$11;533,755 return gave a 6.7 percent yield on this investment. 
The census-reported value of land and buildings 1n 19M. was $608,.672,.;oo 
in the area. Ir,, from this is taken the assumed value of subsurface rights, 
there remains $436,209,500 invested in the surface. The return to the surface 
-
from. agriculture, caleulated to be $.30,426,600,, iS' a 7 .o pereent ~eld on the 
investment. 
Although year-to-year agricultural income and value figures for the area 
are la.eking, it mq be that an, average of the two yea.rs;t 1939 and 1944, can 
be taken as representative or the whole 10-year period 1938-19,47. On this 
basis, the average net in.come to land fr,om agriculture is caJ.eula.ted to be 
$21,288,980; the average value of' the surface., $409,983-.,450. The average in-
come gave a 5.2 percent return on the average investment. 
The average investment in subsurf'aee rights, assuming 1939 and 1944 are 
representative of the 10-:,ear period, was $125,714~800. The average income 
for the two year-a was 't;7,723,.700 or a 6.1 percent return on the investment .. 
R.et't.lt"ns to the subsurface were 26.6 per.cent of' the net cash return to land 
from both surface and subsurf'aee" 
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It appears, therefore., that for the 10-year period the return t.o t:he 
subsur:fa.ee is. somewhat better than the return to the surfaee. That, perhaps,. 
is as it should be,. In the i'oregoing analysis, it was assumed tha:fi all land ... , 
owners. were one corporate body and that its investments in surface and sub-
surface yielded . the returns as stated, 5.2 percent on the surface investment" 
6.1 percent on the subsurface investments during ·the 10 yea.rs. Actually, 
there are ma...v individual investments and the risk of the individual investor 
in subsurface rights is greater thaa the risk involved in investing in the 
surf'ace. Therefore, a higher rate of return to the subsurface imtestQl" prob-
ab'.cy would be necessary to encourage such investments 1£ a fair rate o:f re-
turn were the only taetor governing such investments. As a matter o.f .fa.ct, 
investments ma.de solely in subsurf'aee rights usually are specttl.a"~ive and a 
return from the actual. production of oil and gas is the prinlary consideration 
rather than a return to the undeveloped subsur.face rights. 
It must be remembered ·that many of the .foregoing figures are estimated 
and little data are available to substantiate ·{;hem. The figures l-rere arrived 
at after earef'ul consideration of' all the data available, and it is believed 
that the relationships s~1 are proxtmate. If they are,. then subsurface 
rights are an important soiu-oe of supplementary income to landewners of the 
area and return, roughq, an amount equivalent to one-fourth of the estimated 
net income to land. 
CHAPTER V 
I~OME VALUE OF UNDEVEWPED MINERAL RIGHTS 
Introduction 
In this chapter, an examination will be made of the third part of the 
hypothesis which states: 
"Capitalization of income from leasing will indicate the value of 
undeveloped mineral rights and serve as a basis of judgment on the part 
of landowners f'or evaluating their property rights in the subsurface. n 
It was stated earlier that consideration is given to the value of mineral 
l 
rights by buyers and sellers of' land. A publication of a study of the re-
action or buyers of land to the mineral values of that land reports that over 
98 percent of the buyers indicated that aome consideration was given to such 
values before purchasing. The average o.f their estimated value was $4.95 per 
acre and ranged from $15 • .33 per a.ere average in one county down to $2. 53 per 
acre average in another of the eight counties studied. 
Those who gave consideration to the value of' the mineral rights but 
placed no estimate on it, generally indicated that they had no basis for judg-
ment . It is believed that this stuey- will furnish a basis for valuing the 
mineral rights in the portion of the State studied. 
It vill be assumed that income tram leasing and bonuses over the past 
10 years is indicative of' future income to land 1n the various sub-areas and 
1n the area as a vhole . However, as was stated earlier, some localities will 
be so situated in relation to .favorable geological formations that incomes 
vill be considerably higher than the average . Other localities may only 
rarely have any land leased. The particularly good localities from the 
l Davidson, R. D., and Parcher, L. A., l'.b! Tnfluena 2! Mine;al Right s 
sm Transfers £! ~ ~ ~ !Q QkJ.ahoma, Oklahoma Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Bulletin, No.~ , February 1944. 
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will ha,re a fairly well established val.ue for minerals. It is proposed here 
where mineri:1..1 values have n.ot been established. 
'rhere are, h01Jav:er, certain faetors in addition to income which a land-
owner should con.sider if 11e eontemplates selling ·axl.Y or 31.l of his minero.1 
rights. .For instance,. it is possible that a tre:ct of l~..ill..1 will suf'.fer a loss 
There is a hesitancy on the p.:."!.l"t of potential buyers .in accepting anything 
less than a clear and une11cumbered title. ·Th:ts lessens the dea1.nd for en.cum-
bered land except at a considerably lmmr price. There is evidence tb...at ab-
stracting costs and title elearanee proble.'lls increase when a portion of the 
mineral rights is sold.2 S1;1J.o of a llW.;jor' po~ion of the :mineral right.a u..su.aJ. .... 
ly results in the losG of' control the L:'1.1'.ldower formerly had in governing wha·~ 
takes place on his land. Mineral deeds usually co:n:C'er on the grantee not only 
the right to participate L'll su:bsurf'ace ineor:1e, but also the 1"ight to come on 
·the land er.nd explore for oil 001.d take any that is found. Therefore, the po$-
sible loss of inc(n-ne, not only frora "Ghe actual produetion. of oil but also 
i..11eo1ne from. future leases and bonuses should. be considered. 
that only in exceptional cases should a landowner sell more the,n half his 
royalty. Most of' these men feel that for the la.nd01mer to protect himself,. 
the per-a.ere selling price 0£ the mineral rights should at lea.st be equal to 
the per-acre a.:,eoricultural vcil.ue of the land itoelf. Of course,. individual 
2 Davidson and ?archer, ,2£. Q.i~. 
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Tho following a...'lru.ysis, then,. deals with percants.ges and averages.,, a"l.d 
The Are~. 
The are!:'., consioting of sone 15, 79.3/320 acres ha'3 received an average 
an:n:nal :i.ncnme of :38 cents per acre from ls,2se ront and bom:i.se~ (Table XV]'.). 
This mnount capitalized at 1:;he usual rate of oapita.lization of land income, 
5 percent, indicates an averc~e.e value of mineral rights over the aroo ac e. 
whole of $7 ./:IJ. If., for :1.nste.nce, mun,;y· tracts of equal size i1ere ptll"Cha.sed 
in th0 e.rea, and if those trc.cts Yero geogrEph.ice,lJ.y distribut'$d throughout 
the area, it appears t!1at the buyer could e1,r:peet to roEt.lize an average income 
of .38 cents per acre from these tracts. He would, therefore, be justified 
in pay-lng c.11 average .of $.7. tlJ. per a:crc :ror the subsurface rights i:f: he con-
sidered 5 percent e.n adequate :retur11 on his invest.ment. 
Table XVI. Yearly Average cf liere,s Leased, Income to the ft..rea,. 
with Averc,ee Per Acre Income to Lend Leased,. a."ld 
the Average :Per Aere of the Area 
---------~----..,-·--~--.,,__.___.ff"~_..,.,_..-...-...... ~--~~----~~~--~~-------~----, :Income Per :Income Per 
Sub- : Total Acres : Percent : Acres : Total ; Leased t Acre in 
_ _..k._· ..... e.... a____ ...,; ______ J., l'.,~e,SN. ,J _,'Le"";..,.-R! •. ~""&i;,;;1;;..· __ ;,.,,· __,.I .. n..,c ... om::;;.·;;:.:e ... _ __.;..___..A!O,ll·9.t1<1111· ·;.;:e...__-.:11J..._-.;:;k:=: .. e""a ...... _ 
1 4.,784,640 22.7 
2 1,1t2s.,ooo 12.4 
.3 2,-827,000 14.g 
4 2,339,000 31.9 
5 2,649,640 41.6 
6 1,.365,0l,O .:n.; 
Tottl 
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Or, the buyer of mineral rights might look at his eb.enees in this 
fashion: The weighted avere..g0 income value of all tracts leased is: ~~12.60 
per acre. The chances are 6 out or 10 that an individual tract will be 
leased (Table XVll). In other words, out of ten tracts, he can anticipate 
leasing six of them a po.rt or all of the time provided he has a sufficient 
number or well-distributed tracts. It appears then, that an investor can 
affi'..lrd to pay six-tenths of $12.60, the weighted average per acre .income value 
or leased tracts, or an average of $7. 56 per a.ere. This figure is, of course,: 
very close to t.be ave~~e ineoro.e ve.lue of mineral rights for the area as a 
whole. However, there might be a. eon.siderable variation betvreen these two 
figures. 
Table xvn. Percent or Tracts Under 'Lease far Speci.fied !lumber 
of" Years with Cumulative Percentages, 1938-1947 
: Years J&aaed 
Sub,.Area • .JJ'one -: l : 2 t • J : 4 : 2 ~ 6 • 7 • 8 '· 9 . . • 
1. Percent 31.0 7.0 12.7 12.7 19.0 6.3 3.0 2.0 2.7 2.3 
Cumulative 100.0 69.o 62.o 49.J J6.6 17.6 11.3 8.3 6.J 3.6 
2. Percent 60.9 8.0 s.o 6.9 10 • .3 1.7 1.7 o.6 o.6 1.2 
Cumulative 100.0 39.l 31.l 2.3.l 16.2 5.8 4.1 2.4 1.8 1.2 
3. Percent 5S.l 7.9 9.1 3.7 5.4 3 • .3 2.1 5 .• o 1.7 1.6 
Cumulative 100.0 41.9 ,;4.0 29.9 21.2 15.8 12.5 10.4 ;.4 3.7 
4. Percent 17.3 8.0 5.8 27.6 16.l 8.1 .3.4 3.4 5.7 1.2 
Cumulative 100.0 82.7 74.7 68.9 41 • .3 22.2 17.l 13.7 10 • .3 4.6 
5. Percent 15 • .3 5.8 .3.6 9.5 21.2 16.1 3.6 5.8 6.6 s.o 
Cumulative 100.0 84.7 7S.9 75.2 65.7 44.5 28.4 24.8 19.0 12.4 
6. Percent 26.9 10.6 5.6 6.9 12.5 6.9 s.1 S.7 5.6 3.8 
Cumulative 100.0 7.3.1 62.5 56.9 50.0 .37.5 30.6 22.5 13.8 8.2 
Area: 
Percent 38 • .3 7.9 8.5 9.8 13.S 6.4 3.2 4.0 3.,3 2.5 
Cumulative 100.0 61.7 5.3.8 45 • .3 .35.5 21.7 15.3 12.1 8.1 4.8 
: 10 
1.3 












If' a h.i.gh proportion ,.,f the leased land we,s under lease for only one or 
wo yea.rs of the period, the weighted.average income value would be lower 
than if a high proportion he.d been under lease £or, sa::,,. seven or eight years. 
The disuession of the various sub-areas shoua tha:h considerable variation 
actually does erlot b.etween the average income value 0£ aJ.l land and the, 
weighted income value o:f the leased land.. That dif'f'orenee can be attributed 
to.the variations in the length of time h.nd was under lease. 
The btlyo:r or the own.er ot an individual tra.et selooted at random within 
the area must place his evaluation of the mineral. rights ·On a different basie 
than the man vho has uide:cy, seictttered holdings. There are 38 cbe,;noes out ot 
100 (Table XVII) that his l~.nd w1:ll not be leased one year out ot ·ten a.."ld, 
the subsu:rf'ace rights a.re worth from nothing to something less than $3.00 per 
acre.3 In other uords, rouehlY iwo-fif'tha of a.11 tracts have little or .no 
income veJ.u.e f'ram. undeveloped mineral rights (Table XVIII and Figure S).. O:n 
the other hand, the chances ar·o bett~:r than 50-50,, a.boot 54 chances out 0£ 
100, (Table. XVIII) tlmt ha ean lease his. 19.nd two years out o:f ten at $1.50 
per e,cre per yeu. This would resu1 t in an average ~..nnua.l ineome of 30 cents 
per a.ere.. Capitalizing this amount indicates a value of at least $6.00 per 
acre. That is to sq• the mineral right.a are WO'l'th a mil1i.m.um. o'f 16.00 on. r.dne 
tracts out of 17. Whether a partiaula.r tract is included in the nine can be 
deter.mined o~ by exaw ... L'ling the public records on that 'tcraet. 
There a.re some tracts so located that they mey be leased a minmum of 
three years out of ten. Out of €Nery 100 tracts~ 45 .fall in this category 
(Table XVII). These tracts will emm an average annual income .from lease 
rent and bonuses of 45 cents per aere~4 and therefore the capitalized value 
of the mineral right.a is $9.00 (Table XVIII). 
One out of five or about 22 percent of all tracts will be :Leased a 
minimum of five out of ten years. .For these tracts the annual average income 
3 Fifteen eenta (one-tenth of the income per loosed acre, Table XVI) 
capitalized at, 5 percent •. 
4 Otte dol.la.r and :f.'i£ty cents f'Gr three years oot o£ ten. 
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Table XVIII. Percent of .All Tracts in the Aree. Under Lease A Specif'ied 
Mumber of Years, With the Cumulative Percentages, the Annual 
Income Per Acre, and the P1~oportion of Tract::: in 
· Ea.eh Category 
Percent 38.3 7.9 8.5 9.8 13.8 6.4 3.2 4.0 J.3 
60 
Cumulative 100.0 61.7 5.3.8 45.3 35.5 21.7 15.3 12.1 8.l 4.8 2.3 
A.'l'lnual Income 
Per Acre 
(Dollars) .oo .15 .30 .45 .60 .75 .90 1.05 1.20 1.35 1 .. 50 
Tracts in 
Category 2/5 J/5 9/17 5/11 1/3 1/5 1/7 1/8 1/12 1/20 1/50 
per acre \'.Till be 75 cants which indicates a.n inco:m,3 val:ue of at least $15.00 
per acre. As the length of' time a tract will be leased increases, the ehanceis 
for a pi:.,u-ticuLs.r tract falling into th,.t category decrease very rapidly. The:ce 
is about 1 chance in 20 ·that e. tract ui.11 be leasod nine years out of ten and 
so have en income value of ~µ2? .00 per acre,. There is only about 1 chance irei 
50 that a tract chosen at random in the area will be leased all the time and 
so ha.ve e.n income value of t~.30 •. 00 per acre (Table 1."VIII). 
To state the eho.nces someHhat differently~ the folkmr:l.ng might be oaid: 
If a farm has been leased at ar.,y time du.ring the past ten years, the experienee 
in the area us a whole would indica;-t,e that certain proj actions as to future 
income valu,;) could be made fm:- thfl.t tract. For in.stance, it may he assumed 
that the tract 'Will be leased a minilnum of one year in ten and henee will .b:e.ve 
a m.in:uaum i11come veJ.tm of (~.3.00 per acre for the mineral rights (Table XIX}; 
there a.re 7 chances out of 8 that the tract uill be leased ti:-10 yes.rs in ·!;en 
and will have an income value of' ~6.00 per ;'9..cre; the Chances are 3 out of l,. 
The chance::i 8J:'e about even tlmt tho tract will be loaaed 
Table XIX. The Percent of Leased Tracts in the Area. Under Lease 
A Specified Number of Years, tiith Cumulative Percentages~ 
the Annual Income Per Acre .. and the Probability 
of leasing an Individual Tract 
the Specified Time 
.. Iear1 Leas~d • II . .. 
• None t 1 : 2 . J ; 4 : 5 : 6 . 7 • $ ... 9 : • . . • ... 
Percent 12 .. 8 13.8 15.9 22 .• ,; 10.4 5.2 6.5 5.3 4.1 
Cumulative Percent l'OG,.,0 87.2 1"t?>.A 57.5 ,35;,2 24.8 19 .. 6 13.1 7.8 
Annual Income 
Per Acre (Dollars) •. 15 .Jo .45 .(I) .75 .90 1.os 1.20 1..35 
Probability of 
7/8 J/4 9/16 Lea.sing A.11 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/8 1/12 
• 10 • 
3.7 
3 •. 7 
1.50 
1/27 
four years in ten and have an income value of $12.00 per aere. There is only 
a.bout 1 chance in 5 that tho tract. wouJ.d be leased seven years in ten, and 1 · 
chance in 12 that it would he, leased nine years in ten and ,,zo have an income 
value of $27.00 per acre. 
Experience in individual localities should govei•n landowners or land 
buyers in estimating the value of the mineral rights. However, it appears 
that the chances are even that the undeveloped mineral, rights are worth a.t 
least $6.oo per acre on a particular tract arry place within the study area. 
The cha.nees are only l to 5 that the income value of the mineral rights on 
an individual tract selected, at random in the area is worth as mueh as $15.00 
Sub-Areal 
Annual income in sub-s.rea 1 from undeveloped mineral rights averaged 29 
cents per acre for all land in farms (Table XVI). This amo1.:u1t capitalized at 
5 percent indicates an average. value of $5.80 per acre f'or mineral rights~ 
this section .. However, it appears that the owner or, say, 100 tracts well 
~ 
distributed throughout the sub-area can plaee the income value of his sub-
surface holdings at a figure somewhat higher than $5.SO per a.ere. The 
weighted ineome value of all leased tracts is $9.90 per acre. Th® distribu-
tion sh0v1s that about 7 out of 10 ·tracts were leased a part or all of the 
time during the period studied. He can" thorefore., reckon the average valuo 
of his holdings a:t seven-tenthij of ~)9.90 o:r $6.9.3 per a.ere. This f'igure is 
roughly one dollar per acre higher than tho average for all land in the sub-
area. The higher figur·e is due to the fact that a relativ~ high proportion 
of the land was under leaRe for four years or more. 
011 an individual. tract basis~ values are., or course, arrived at differ-
ently. For instance,, there are .31 chances out .of 100 that an individual 
tract will not be leased onee in ten years-perhaps never (Table XVII). This 
means the income value of" the minei~al rights may range f'rom nothing to some-
thing less than $2.585 per acre. 
The chances are good,_ 62 out of' lOO, that an indi.vidual tract will bG 
leased two years out or ten (fable XVII). This indicates an income value of 
6 
$5.16. The ehanees are better than l out of 3 (.36 in 100) than an individual 
tract will be leased f"our years out of ten. Tra.ets falling into this eategory 
will earn an average annual income of $1.29 per acre four out of ten years 
or an: average of 51 eents per acre per year. The income value of the 
mineral rights on these tl'"aets is $10 • .32 per a.ere at the stated rate of 
capitalization. 
The chances a.re less than. 1 in 5 that a tract will be leased for f'iv~ 
years or more out or ten. Slight~- :more than 1 trs.ct in 10 is so situated 
5 One-tenth of $1.29, the average annual. income for l.eased lands capi-
talized at 5 percent. 
6 
Two-tenths or $1..29 capitalized at 5 percent •. 
that it has been leas(!d six years or more out of ten. These tracts have 
earned an. average annual ineotne of more than 77 cents per a.ere. Mineral 
rights on these tracts are worth at least $15.50 per acre and mey go as high 
as $25. 50 per acre. However,. only 1.3 percent of all tracrts fall into the 
latter price elass. 
63' 
lt appears, therefore, ·that the owner of an individual tract. will most 
likely have an average annual income of from a.bout 13 cents per acre up to 51 
cents per a.ere. These figures, eapitalized, indicate that a majority of' land:.. 
owners (51.4 percent} have mineral rights with an income value of between 
$2.6o and $10.32 per acre (Table XVII). 
Sub-Area. 2 
Values ·of undeveloped mineral rights have been lowest in sub-area 2. 
Over the 10-year period,. 1938-1947, the average income amounted to only 16 
cents per acre per year to land in that section. Therefore, on the average, 
mineral rights in sub-area 2 are worth only t3.20 per acre (Table XVI). 
The owner of many traet.s geographically distributed over the sub-area 
vill find that the weighted average ineome to the tracts he can lease is about, 
41 eents per acre. The income value of these leased tracts is $8.24 per aere. 
He ean anticipate leasing about 4 out or 10 tracts as .39.l percent of all 
tracts was leased for one year or more. Four-tenths of the weighted avere.ge 
income value or leased tracts is $3 •. .30. This figure, virtually the same as 
the average income value .or all land in the sub-area, must be the average per 
acre .for his investments: if he expeet,s a. 5 percent return. 
A study of the occurrence of leasing of individual tracts shows that 
nearly 61 percent were not leased during the 10 years studied. The income 
value of the mineral rights. on a majority of the land in the area is,. therefore,. 
something less than $2.60 per acre7 (Table XVII). 
Some traets, .39 out of 100 :ir pal:lt history is indiea.tive of the :future, 
will be leased a minimum of one year out o.f ten. The income value of the 
mineral rights on these tracts is a.t least $2.60. The oha."lces are .fairly 
remote that the income value of the mineral rights on an individual tract is 
· a:n:y greater than this. Ou.t of 100 tracts on.ly 31 wers lea,sod. two out of ten 
years; 2.3 were leased three out of ten yea.rs; and 16 were leased four out of 
ten yea.rs. Tracts in the last category have a mineral income value of $7.80. 
The highest average income value shown 'l.lSS $23.40 per acre a:nd only 1 trc,o't 
in 100 fell in this group. On only about 6 tracts in 100 did the in:coma 
value go as high a.s $15.6o per aere. 
It appears.,. then, that the majorit7 or owners of'. individual tracts should 
plaee the income value or their undeveloped miner3.l. rights at somet.hinJ lesa 
than $2. ro. Unless the individual owner knows -that his tract .is .te.vorably 
located,. he can hardly aas~ the ineom.e value of his mineral rights is more 
than $5.20 per a.ere,. and fewer than one-third or all tracts f'all into a class 
this high. 
Sub-Area 3 ., 
Ineome values of undeve1oped mineral rights in sub-area 3 average only 
a little higher than in eu:h-area 2. In.come .from mineral rights averaged 22 
cents per a.ere per year during the period studied. This means,. that for tha 
sub-area. as a whole, the average ineome value or mineral rights is only $4.40 
per acre ( Table XVI). 
The weighted income value of tracts leased at sometime during the period 
is $12.05. Four-tenths of all tracts wers leased. It appears, tlien, that 
7 Land leased in the area o.ne year in ten would have an income value 
of $2.60 per aero. 
the owner or 'tmyer of a sufficiently large n'tlmber or well-distributed 
tracts will receive a 5 percent return if' his average investment per acre 
in subsurface rights is no greater than $4.82. 
Slightly more than 58 peree.nt of the tracts in the section hp;,1e an in-
come va:Lue or less than $2.94 per a.ere,, this being the proportion of tracts 
not leased at all during the 10-year peri,od (Table XVll). 
Roughly, one-third or the tracts in this section were leased two or the 
ten years studied. These tracts earned an average of about 29 cents per acre 
per year and so have an ineom.e value ot $5.88 per acre. Slightly more than 
one-firth of the tracts were leased £or a minimum of four 'years during the 
period. The per-a.ere income on these tracts averaged about 59 cents per year 
and had an income value of at least $11.76. Only 15.S percent of the tracts 
were leased .for five years or more. 
It appears that the majority· ( 58.l percent) -0f landowners in sub-area .3 
must reckon the value of their mineral rights at less than $2 .94 per a.ere. 
other landowners 111a;y plaee such values higher but to go above $11. 76 would be, 
going beyond reasonable inc.ome expectations. For the one man in ten who ha.s 
land which past experience shows is well looa.ted for leasing activity, the 
income value might be placed at $20. 58.. On3.T abollt 5 tracts in 100 mll. 
have ineome values higher than this. 
Sub-trea 4: 
Income values of undeveloped mineral rights in sub-area 4 are relatively 
high. The average income fer all land in the seeidon amounts to 54 eents per. 
acre and so can be valued at $10.80 per acre (Table XVI}. Moreover, the 
chances o£ leasing an individual tract a.re relatively great... OnlT 17 tracts 
out of 100 were not leased sometime· during the period studied. 
The weightf}d income v.ulue of tracts leased one or more years during the 
period is $14.12 p~r acre. Th9 data show that 8 out of 10 tre.cta will be 
leased. Eight-tenths of 1~14..12 is $1.1.30.- This is the average amount per 
acre the owner or buyer .of a large number of well-distributed tracts can have 
invested and realize a 5 percent return on his investment. 
In rogard to individual tracts, roughly 83 percent of' the tracts were 
leased for one yeor or more and tht•oe-fourths for two years or more (Table 
XVII). Those tracts lee.sed for two or more years earned an. annual average 
income of at least 34 centa per acre. 'i'his indicates that a substantial major-· 
ity of the tracts in the section have an income value for the undeveloped 
mineral rights or at leaert $6.S4. More, than 40 tracts in 100 have an income 
value of at least $1.3.68, and mor0 than one-fifth an income value of $17.10 
or :more. One tract in 10 ree~ived. an income of more than $1.36 per acre and 
on this basis was worth at least $27.36. 
It appears that most owners o-J: individual tracts can bo fairly c.ertain 
their undeveloped mineral rights have an income value o.f- at least ~.6.84 per 
acre. A substantial num:bar (41.3 percent) can justifiably go to $:lJ.68 per 
acre; about one-.fourth of ,~hese can reckon t;he ineome value of' the undeveloped 
mineral rights on their lnnd at ft27. 36 per acre. 
SUb-.~ea 5 
Because of the. intenso aetivi ty in sub-area 5 over the past ten yeru.~s, 
the indications are that m .. i.neral values average the highest here. The ave1.--age 
income to all land in the section amounted to 69 cents per a.ere per yew dur-
ing the period (Tt1.ble XVI). This s.mount capitalized gives an average income· 
value of $13 .so for mineral r.ights. 
However, because of the great number of tracts leased f"or four and. five 
years. the weighted average income value of mineral. rights is $17 .24 per acre •. 
As S; tre.cto out o;f 100 WE;::e leased, it appee.rs that the bcye-r or, owner of a 
lnrge nUlilber of well-distr.ibi.1.ted t-.i:-o.cts could place the average income value 
of those tracts at ,~u .. 60 pe:i:- acre. 
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ii.s pointed out above, only 15 tracts out of 100 were not leased sometime 
during the period (Table XVII). For those that were leased at. sometimet the 
minimum income was 16.7 cen:ts p<3r a.ere. Therefore., the chances are excellent• 
85 ou·t of 1001, that individual tract:3 have an L"lcom.e valuo of at least $3.34 
per acre. However,, the chances a.t>e almost as good, 75 out of 100,, that an 
i1r.U.;ridual. tract 'tdll be lea.sad a minimum. of three years out or ten , and coo-
aequently have an income vtlue of at least ~;a.0.12 per acre. 
Nearly a fourth of the tracts were leased a minimum. of seven yeB:r's during 
the period. Tracts in this cat$gory hti:ve an income value ror the :mineral 
rights of $23.38 per a.c1~e. MorE, than 10 percent of' the tracts have a lease 
income value of' more than {f30.00 per acre. 
It. appears probable, therefore, that an individual owner should estimate 
·i;he ineo:n.e value of his min1:,ral rights e.t no less than ~10.12 per acre. The 
c1U::.nees are more than :tair that such values should be as high as $23 • .38. The 
multiple buyer who C&"l obtain a good disi;ribution1 will get a 5 percent ret,urn 
on his imr,estment, if his pt1rchuses of mineral rights do not average above 
$14.60 per acre. 
Sub-Area 6 
Average income to undeveloped :m:tneral rights in sub-area 6 was 1,.2 cents 
per acre. Ce.piteJ.izing this .income e.t 5 percent gives an average il'lcome value 
of $3.40 per acre in this area (Table XVI). The weighted avere.ge income value 
or a.11 leased. tracts is ~l3.1S. More than 7 out of 10 tracts vere leased 
at sometime during the period.. It a.ppears, therefore, that an average invest-
ment in mineral rights of about 09.25 per acre in the sub-area would yield a 
well-d.istril:m.ted. tracts was obtained. This aYer<11ge i..".lvestment of $,~9 .25 is 
roughly t)l.00 per ac:i::,,e higher -thrin the average income- value .of all la11d in 
th3 sub,..area. due to the fact ·bhat nearly one,..third of' the la,"'ld that, wci,s leased 
was ui:tder lease :to:,~ six ye:2.rs or more dttr:lng the period (Table XVII)" 
011 an i:nd.ividu12.l tro.ct basis, slightly more than a fourth ot the tracts 
uere never leased durin,e the 10-yaf'..r per:tod •8 This wm.ild indicate that tracts 
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The chances are about 63 out of 100 tha.t at1 indiir:ldual tract will be lea;soo. 
The a.verc.ge annual income from undeveloped mineral rights on these tracts will 
bo about 27 cents per acre. This 1-muld make ·U!l income value of $5.40 per aero 
for tracts in this ce.togor.r. 
However, the chances e.re even, 50 out of 1001• that an individual tract 
will be leased fr:>v.r ;rears ou.t of ten. The income value of the 1uiner2J. rights 
o:a these tracts is $10 .72. The chances axe fair, .31 out of 100, tri..c1t an 
individual tract will be leased 1:i minimum. of six out of ·ten Y,E%1rs. I1,.com:3 
value for tracts in this class is ;];:16.28 per- acre.. More th/J.l.1 10 percent of 
the tracts earned a . .n avera::;c of more than i1.07 per acre per year. The in-· 
come vaJ.ue of these tracts is $21.M,. 
It appears, therefore., t.h,'9.t. a substz;,ntial majority of the landowners can 
place the income valUJil of their minerv.l rights 011 individual tr2,cts at some..;, 
thing more than $2.68 but proba;bly not much o.bove f~l0.72 per acre,. 1:Iowever~ 
$ Edwards,. Roy, flu. Cit. Edwards, in a study covering 43 yea.rs 'for one 
county of this stit,..,area, f ouJ.1 .. d that fewer than 2 percent cf' tho t1•acts had 
never been leased. 
9 One-tenth of the average annu&.1 income capitalized at 5 percent •. 
a m.mber of" owners of such tra.cts, about 14 out of 100., can place the value 
of their mineral rights as high as ~~l.4/,i. per acre... Four out of' 100 ea.n go 
to $26.80 par acre. The O!Inar of many, well-.distributed tracts ea.n a.ntiei .... 
pate a.."l ineone great. enough that he l,i"ill ob.ta.in a 5 percent retv.rn if his 
average investment does not exceed C9.25 per aore. 
Land Values 
The value of land and buildings in the area as reported by the Census 
was approximately $46.2,724,000 in 1940.10 It. is generaJ.ly believed that land,... 
owners,. in reporting the vtlus of their farms, n.ae a. figure they believe to be· 
current market prices. The question ia.. ho"r much of this reported value re-
fiects the income value oi: the m.i.neral rights? 
It was S$en in the elm.pter on incO'!lle that in 1939,. about $4,000,000 in 
income accrued from the leasing of" the. subsurface in the area., This amou.,'it 
capitalized at 5 pereent indicates an ineome value of $80,_.000,,000-about 17 
percent of the total reported value of land. and buildings in the area. In-
cone from undeveloped mineral rights was about 25 percent of the ealeulatGd. 
net canh income to land fro.."11 both .surf'aoe and substtr.f'aee that year •. 
Tho census value cf' land and buildings in the area :in 1945 totaled ap-
prox:t."llate3¥ !j6l7,S7J,OOO. Income from the undeveloped mineral. rights in 1944 
to·ta.led $11, 5.3.3, 775,, which if capitalized indicates a value of $2)0,6751 500 
or a1x:mt 37 percent .o:f the total reported: value. Income from undeveloped 
mineral rights in 1944 1110.s oqual to 27 percent of the calculated net income 
to land from both the surface and oubsuri'aoa,. 
There appears to be a relationship ootveen the propor'Mon of' inooma 
arising from the subsurface and the proportion of the total land value. 
10 . . · Census of Agriculturo, QQ. Qll. 
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reflected :i.n the capito.lized suhrn:i.rf:.ieo lncor:J.e. In one ye:::i:r, 19.39, 'l;he :tn-
eo:me value of ,mdeveJ.oped rie;hta was 17 perc:ent of' the reported voJ.ue of 
land and bv.i1d5.ngs. In that year, suhsurfo,ce incomo uas 25 perce-nt of' ·hhG 
c1:tlcuL'ct,ed net income :t:'l:l:;tributablo to 1'a.nds In 19~.4, the -hwc:r!lG ,ralue or un--
developed mineral rights 11n.s 37 poreent or ·!;he reported valuo of land and 
buildings. Subsurface income in 1944 was 27 percent of th,~ ca.1.culated net in .... 
come attribt1.table to la.nd.. Usuilly there is a lug between an inereasrJ 
f"a_'l"IU ineomo and an increas.e in farm vaJ.uisi, therefore .it is probable that the 
increase in fa.r.u :lneoine between 1939 and 19114 was not yet reflect.eel in an 
increase i1:1 J."o.rm Vt?1ue by 19A5. For this reason, the il1cor,ie v~J uo of minerali3 
loo.i""'l£J larger i.11 toted. rs.rm. values tha.."1 it otherwi.sc would.. It may bo note-
worthy tlw,t t,he avere.e;e vaJ.120~ and incomes for the 10-yea.r period Hhich were 
ment:i..onoo. e,9.r lier show subsu.rf'ace income to be roughly- 25 pereent of net in-
COTIID to lar>..d and the avoro,go :tncor.10 value of mineral rights to be about 25 
percen·t of tho avor:e.ge cenm .. 16 value of land a11d bnildings. t,Jl::tile yaar-to-
year va.ria:tions are to be expected, it s.eei11s reasonable to believe that over 
a period of t:tmo, snbsv.r!aco income will. be reflected. i.n 1:!tnd vtlu.es: in .its 
appro:rlm.ate. relationship to tot.al inco:no to Iond. There is the chance., of 
course., that, tho spec:Rtla.tive valuo of' the mineral rights ·will keep total 
V-<etlues h:lzher than incom(';1 fror.1 both -the aurfaoe 2.J.1.d sulmurfe,ee w·ou.ld justify. 
CHAPTER. VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
' 
This study was cor:ducted so as to examine the hypothesis formulated in 
Chapter II which stated: 
l. During the past ten years., the proportion of lam. under lease for 
oil and gas has averaged 50 percent of all farmland in Western 
Oklahoma... 
2. Leasing activity results in a significant supplementary ~noome to 
landowners of Western Oklahoma.. 
3. Capitalization of income from leasing will indicate the value or 
undeveloped mineral rights and serve as a basis of' judgment on the 
part of landowners .for evaluating their property rights in the sub-
surface. 
To s1lDlllBrize, statement 1 of the hypothesis 'Will be exam:ined first. 
In Chapter III it was seen that while the anr>unt of land umer lease in 
Western Oklahona is substantial, at no time durl.ng the period studied was 50 
percent of the land urder lease in the area as a whole. The average acreage 
um.er lease each year amounted. to about one-fourth of all farmland. In only 
one year., 1947, did the proportion approach 50 percent. In that year, 44,.1 
percent was under lease. 
An examina. ti.on of the several sub-areas shows that during the period 
stw.ied., none consistently shows 50 percent of the .farmland under lease. 
In sub-area 1., the proportion .of land lease.ii averaged about. 23 percent 
duri:qg the 10-year period. However., during the final two years, the average 
was above 50 percent. The upward trend., when coupled nth oil i:rxlustry 
reports, indicates that t.lle proportion leased may remain above 50 percent 
for some yeax-s to come • 
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The 10-year average of land leased in sub-area 2 was slightll" more than 
12 percent of all farmland. The highest proportion leased during any one year 
was Jl. 5 percent in 1947. The average acreage wner lease £or the final. t.hree 
yea.rs of the period studied was less than one-fourth of the land in farms. 
Sub-area 3 had a 10-year average of about 15 percent of the land in .farms 
un:i er lease. The highest proportion under lease during any one year was 18.7 
percent in 1946. Leasing in this sub-area is noted chiefly for the uniformity 
of the proportion leased eaeh year •. 
Sub-area h had an average of roughly one-third of the farmland umer lease 
during t,he 10-year period. In only t.wo years did the acreage leased tall be-
low one-fifth of the land in farms. However11 during the .final three years 
of the period# the average under lease was above 50 percent. 
Sub-area 5, with an average of nearly 42 percent uuier lease each year 
of the perloo.., had the best leasing record of all the sub-areas. A ma.Jori tJ' 
of the land in farms was utrler lease the last four yea.rs of the 10-year period. 
The average tor the last ru::lf of the 10-yea.r period cl.osely approached 50 per-
cent when 4 9. 9 percent,. was vnd.er lease.· 
In sub-area 6# the amount of land under lease was relatively stable dur-
ing the period. The average for the ten yea.rs shows nearly one-third of the 
land leased ea.ch year. While there has been a downward trend in land leased 
in this sub-di vision, the trend has been. slight and the pro portion leased 
still remains substantial. 
The first statement of the hypothesis is., therefore, false. Moreover# 
it is unlikely that in an area as broad as Western Oklahorra will the average 
during any 10-yea.r period be as high as 50 percent.. This conclusion is based 
on the fact that in spite of the great activity over a large part of the· area 
during the last half of the period stu:iied, the average acreage um.er lease 
for the five years was less thau one-third of all land in farms .• 
E'1en 1:-d.thin sub-divisions of an area as broad as vlestern Oklahoma., it is 
exceptional to find 50 percent of the land leased t;).t my t,ime. When such an 
exception is fo1.tr'.rl 3 it will be for only a year or so. In only one instance 
was th,3ro even a five-year :period ,hen the average p..'!"Qportion un.der lease 
approached. 50 percoot (49.9 percent a:verage, 1943-1.i.7, :tn sub ... at'ea 5). In 
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191+ 7, the peak z,r:ear for leasi:Qg activity~ only three of the six sub-areas bad 
as mud'l as 50 percent of the land leased for oil and gas. 
The second statement of the hypothesis is that: nr,ea.sing activity re-
sulfas in a significant supplementary income to landowners of Western Oklahoma..n 
It f/JB.,Y be seen in Table IX that an averagl;;) am:mal lease income of. more 
tl12.11 t}6,000,000 accrued to la."ldowners in the area. Income varied .from 
2~2,653,000 in 1942 to ~~11,534,000 in 1944. The average per acre subsurface 
inrome for land leased v..-a.s ~il.50 per year,. SL:t.7-ti'fo percent of the land in 
:l:'e.rms received income from this rource. On the tihole, bonus incoroo is some-
whst more ir:1portant, than lease rent inc:nne, and in some years is considerably 
more imr,}ortant. Income from leasing: activity mcy assuiile pa.rticule.:r importance 
during periods of strong competi ti.on for leases. It is during these periods 
that bonus payments arc~ 18,rgest arrl lump-sum payments ro landowners frequently 
are substantial. In periods of declining activity of the oil industry-, lease 
rentals atJsume increasing importance in total lease income. 
i':. study of iulividual sub-divisions of the area shows that average am1ual 
incomes ranged from about (~294,000 in sub-area 2 (Table Xl) to roughly 
~·l,8313,000 in sub-area 5 (Table XIV). Average per acre incomes to land leased 
ranged from. ;~l.29 in sub-area l (Table X) to ~}1.71 in sub-area 4 (Table XIII). 
It should be pointE'od out again that these amounts accrued to land leased. 
In twc) of the sub-divisions of the area, :rw,mely sub-areas 2 an:l. 3, :more than 
half tho lend ,fas not leaoed at ,3.11 during the period stu:lied. In two other 
sub-areas, l and 6" more than a fourth of the land was not leased. during the 
period. 
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Comparisons made of estimated net ca.sh income from agriculture a.n:J. .from. 
leasing show that income from leasing eorapris es about one-f.ourth of the net 
returns attributable to lar;.d. The only two years for whieh data. £or fa.rm in-
come are a.veilable., 1939 and 1944., show that le.8,se inc:ime 1<1.ras 25 pereent and 
27 percent.., res}:ectively1 of total net return attributable to land. Based on 
certain assumptions of subsurface value, investments in subsurface rights giV$ 
a better return tha..Tl do invesfui.oo ts in the surface. In view of these .figures, 
it is conclui ed t.ha t the second portion of the hypothesis is correct and that 
leasing aeti vity does result in a significant supplementary lncome ro land-
01,mers of We.stern Okla..1Dma .. 
The t:b . ird part of the hypothesis states that: ttCapitalization of income 
from leasing will indicate the val.ue of u..ri.developed mineral ri3}1ts and oerve 
as a basis of judgr.1mt on the part of landotimers for evc1lua ting their property·. 
rights in the subsurface.n 
T:lis state:mont was e7 .. amined in Chapter V. It wa..:i found that inoome .from. 
subsurface leasing capitalized by the usual rate applied to land incom.e gives 
an L'ldication of the income value of the mineral rights. It was pointed out, 
hm'lcver~ t.l-.lat only a very small proportion of the tracts are leased all the 
time. For this small percentage., income value of' the undeveloped mineral 
rights can be determir..ed with a considerable degree of accuracy-. For those 
tracts never leased, one must assume the income value is nil. For tracts 
leased only v. z:art of the tir.ae, only a probable range of value ean be 
cal.cu.la ta:1.. 
Fo:c t,he area as a whal.c,. it was founi t!>...at chances are gpod {54 out 0£ 
100) tbe;t ui1d.eyelopcd mineral rights on an individual tract are ,«;i:rth at 
least Q6.00 per acre. lio'll.'ever, the chances are relatively poor (22 out of 
100) that these rights have an income value of as much as $15.00 per acre. 
The buyer or owner of many traot,s scattered throughout the area apparently 
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can place the incotte valu.e of his subsurface property at about $7.50 per a.ere. 
It was fourrl that in sub-area 1, the income value of undeveloped mineral 
rights probably lies somewhere between ~~2.58 and ~~10.32. per acre. 'l'he cha.nees 
s.ppcar to be good (62 out of 100) that the ruinir.aum income value is about $5.16 
per acre. The in:liyidua.l vr.Lth na.ey tracts geogra.plu.cally distribi..,ted over th$ 
aroo can place the average inco"roo value of his und.e-veloped subsurface rights 
at ~6.93 per acre. 
'rhe data in Chapter V iniicate that o'Wl.lers.. of in:Uvidwal. tracts in sub-
area 2 can hardly assume the income val.ue of their mineral :rights ia more thalll: 
~5.20 per acre. Actually,, the chances are 6 out of 10 that the income val:u.e 
of these tr2.cts i.s less than {)2.60 per acre. Only- the hol.der of mmy, well-
distributed tracts has much aosurance that the average incons val:ue of his 
subsurface ri.g1ts is greater than $.2,.60 per a.ere. 'l'he indications are that 
such en 01.·mer can have an investment averaging about $3 • .25 per acre for sub-
surface r:i.ghts and re.'91.ize a 5 percent return on his investment from lease 
rent ani bonuses. 
The rmjori'lif of owners of single tracts in sub-area 3 must figure the 
income value of their und.eveloped mineral rl.i#lts at something less than $2.94 
per acre; 58 tracts out of' 100 fall into this category. .About ono-fitth of 
all ot·:ners of single tracts can pla.-ce a value as high as t~ll .76 per acre on 
their subsurface rigtits. An i:rdi vidual 1'tl.th a sufficient nu.'!iber of holdings~ 
well scattered throughout the sub-area, apparently can reckon t.he average 
value of his subsurface rights at $4.82 per acre. 
L.11 sub-area 4# 75 percmt of the landowners can place the income value of 
their .miner-al tights at. l-oo..<Jt. &s high as :16.ill+ per acre. Nearly bd.f e(U'1 place 
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such values as high as $13 .68; per acre. More than one-fifth of all landomers 
can place these values at least as high as ;;17 .10 per ucre. The buyer or owner 
of' :rmny, well .... scattered. tracts can pl.ace an average subsurface income value of 
$11.30 per acr·e on his tracts. 
'rhe chances are excellent (3 out of 4) that the 1nco:me value of undeveloped 
mineral :rights in sub-area 5 is hu:rth at least $10.20 per acre. Nearly a 
fourti'1 of' all tracts have an income value for the subsurface of at least ~~23.3-8 
per acre. Half of all tracts ,dll have an income of somevfuere between these 
tv,u figures. The mmer of many., well-scattered tracts can place the average 
subsurface income value at a.bout ~>llhl6 per acre on his land. 
' 
In sub-area 6,. a substantial majority of lan.do,vners, 73 percent, can 
place the income value of their miner-al rights at sonEthing :more than :!)2.6S 
per acre and half' of all oviners can go as high as ;;;;10.72 per ac:re. A fair pro-
portion of the owners, about l· out of 3., can place these values at, least, as 
high as f;;l6.00. 'l1here is a good chance., there.fore, that an individual can be 
rea,sombly sure t,he value of his undeveloped mineral rights lies somewhere 
around 4:ll0.72 per acre. However., the cl:1ances are greater that the value v..d.11 
be as low as $2.68 than tr.at they will be as high as ;;?16.00 per acre. The 
owner of many, well-scattered tracts can anticipate an income sufficiently 
high to justify placing an average income value on each tract of ~p9.25 per 
acre. 
It appears that hypothesis nu;u.ber J is only partially correct. For in-
dividur_;J.l tracts., it is possible t'.) indicate onl;y a range of values for un-
developed mineral rigµts. It is believed., however, that even a range of values 
will prove helpful to the landowner ·~filo has no idea at all in regard to the 
:mineral values. T'.ne m\llel" of a tract in a locality where there has been no 
leasing must.,_ of course., assume the subsurface has no income v.tlue. 'l1he ow.ner 
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o:f a tract in a locality where lam is leased all the time, and such localitie:3. 
are aot rare, can assume the subsurface inrome 1,d.ll be $1.00 per acre per year 
. l 
plus one-fifth (or one-tenth) of the usual bonus. In short, $1.00 lease 
rental plus a ronus of $5.00 per acre every five years w:>uld give an income 
value of $40.002 per a.ere tor undeveloped subsurface rights. 
The individual who buys,. at random., a single tract for the subsurface 
rights, is of necessity a speculator, one 'Who gambles against uncertainty., for 
he has no assurance that his expenditure -will yield any income. He ma:y, ot 
course., receive income from leasing activity but such income., even in the area 
of greatest leasing activity., accrues to only a.bout 85 out of 100 tracts. Fol" 
Western Oklahoma as a whole., such income accrues to only 6 out of every 10 
tracts. 
On the other hand.,. the buyer of many tracts geographically distributed 
throughout the area may be considered an investor. If his average purchase 
price per tract is no greater than the capitalized value of the weighted aver-
age income per leased tract divided by the proportion of all tracts leased., 
then he would seem to be assured a fair return on his investment. This in-
come will come from leasing and bonuses. If oil is discovered on any tract,· 
the additional return ~~uld be pure profit. 
Conclusions 
1. It is unlikely that as much as one-half' the land of Western Oklahoma 
will ever be under lease for oil and gas at one time. lt is likely-~ 
however., tba t 'within small portions of the area a majority of the 
lani will be leased some years. 
l In those areas where leases are commonly made for ten years. 
2 One-fifth of $5.00is $1.00 plus $1.00 lease rent capitalized by 5 
percent. 
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2. Income from undeveloped mineral rights is a. significant p::1rt of 
total fa.rm income in Western Oklahoma. However., all farms do not 
share in this supplementar.y income. 
3. By capitalizing subsurface income, i.:t is possible to deter.mine a pos-
sible range of value for subsurface rights on individual tracts. 
For a great number of geographically distributed tracts under one 
ownership, it is possible to cstiu1ate the value of subsUt"face rights 
with soma degree of accuracy. 
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